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Let the energy drive you with
FIMER charging solutions.
A complete portfolio of EVI solutions for a super-charged e-mobility network
Since 2017, FIMER has been developing and manufacturing charging
solutions and has supplied over 35,000 charging stations worldwide.
We have a complete line of both in AC and in DC solutions, designed to
meet the diverse needs of users seeking solutions for private, public and
commercial use.
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Offering you more.
sonnenDrive.
Driven by clean energy.

sonnenDrive makes the move to low carbon
transportation easy.
With sonnenDrive, your customers can easily
transition to a clean energy lifestyle at home and
when on the road.

Offer more than just hardware.
Promote and cross-sell an additional sonnen
offer that enables your customers to invest in
and future proof their energy needs in a more
holistic and sustainable manner.

Exclusive to the sonnenCommunity.
You can provide extra value to your sonnen
customers, they can now easily drive an EV
through our partnership with Carbar. To
maximise the value out of their sonnenBatterie
they can also be eligible to sign up to
innovative energy plans such as sonnenFlat or
sonnenConnect.

Scan to discover more!

137 666 • sonnendrive.com.au
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EDITORIAL

From the editor

S

torage is absolutely necessary to the grid as flighty renewables
replace coal. Everybody knows it and everybody is behind it.
Yes, it would help to know what will be the most desirable
duration of storage required in tomorrow’s grid, but you can’t really
expect to be able to see the future through an Excel spreadsheet.
There is risk in this game and let’s all be grateful to the financiers
who back clean power knowing full well their internal rates of
return include a wide margin for error.
You can imagine, then, how sick they all would have felt in July
when part of Neoen’s brand-new Tesla battery project in Victoria
started blazing away like some kind of awful firework. How our
hearts sank on that Friday afternoon! Everyone knows lithium-ion
batteries can experience thermal runaway events, but there it was
all of a sudden in real life.
A risk-free battery doesn’t exist, so it’s worth understanding
where researchers are focusing their attention. You’ll find more in
the cover story which starts on page 48.
When you’ve finished that and feel like some more shocking news,
have a look at the salary survey that starts on page 52. Renewables
workers may be well qualified but there are many who haven’t had a
pay rise in years! Time for them to book a chat with the boss...

Jeremy Chunn
EcoGeneration editor
EcoGeneration acknowledges the Cammeraygal people, traditional custodians of the land
on which this publication is produced, and we pay our respects to their elders past and present.
We extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people today.
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Marija Petkovic is the founder and managing director of Energy Synapse. Marija is a leading
expert in wholesale energy markets and the transition to clean energy. She has worked
internationally across Australia, New Zealand and the United States, where she negotiated
clean energy deals up to $1 billion in value. Marija and her team advise project developers,
investors, retailers, corporates and government on renewable energy, storage and demand
response projects. Her analysis is regularly featured in mainstream and industry media.
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Robbie Nichols joined the Clean Energy Council in 2016 and serves in the role of technical
team leader. He is a third-generation electrician with more than 30 years’ experience in the
electrical industry and more than 10 years’ experience in renewable energy. His roles have
included electrical contracting, manufacturer’s technical support, inspections and audits.
As technical team leader at the Clean Energy Council Robbie enjoys the opportunity to
help raise the bar in the industry.
Jacqui Fetchet is an energy lawyer at a major law firm working across the commercial,
regulatory and financing aspects of clean energy development in Australia and Asia and has
a background in energy and climate change policy. Jacqui was a youth ambassador to the
UNFCCC Paris climate conference in 2015 and was selected to attend Climate Reality
Leadership training in 2019. She participated in the C40 Women4Climate mentoring
program in 2019 and founded Bright Sparks, a clean energy community for young people.

For the latest industry news, sign up for the FREE WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au
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News in brief
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

Solar in a
different light
How beautiful are Australia’s utility-scale
solar plants as they are touched by dawn’s
early light. There they are, positioned on
their single-axis tracking systems to have
best advantage of the sun’s first rays of the
day. Pardon us for getting all poetic, it’s just
hard not to get emotional about
photovoltaics after looking at these lush
images captured by Australian Geographic
photographer Ralph Alphonso.
These pictures are part of a project
coordinated by clean energy marketing
agency Positive Good in partnership with
solar tracking technology company
Nextracker and the Smart Energy Council,
among others.
It’s been a decade of whirly-gig ups and
downs for solar, despite its critical
importance in Australia’s energy landscape.
Policy roadblocks, grid-connection delays,
curtailment and a lack of investment have all
wreaked havoc on large-scale PV.
An exhibition of images, Beyond the Burn,
is travelling through rural NSW, Queensland
and Victoria to remind Australians who
already live near solar farms — or might in
the future — that clean energy is a good
thing, any way you look at it.

Addressing the issue of potential grid
strain, EV charging provider Linga Network
has teamed with energy management
company Nilsen Australia and software
developer Everty to help it reach its target
of a thousand charging points without
troubling networks in regional areas.
With an anticipated rapid increase in EV
ownership the need to focus on energy
management has become apparent, says
Linga Network CEO and founder Adrian
Kinderis. “We felt it was critical to ensure
that both the grid and surety of supply are
protected,” Kinderis says.
“We’ve already seen a few deployments
of high-consumption fast-chargers with
little consideration for the potential
negative impact on the local grid. That’s
not our approach.”
The focus on grid management comes
on the back of energy regulators across
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the globe being forced to advise EV owners
not to charge their vehicles during peak
times, due to energy grid stress.
“We don’t want to see requests for
demand shedding, such as recently in
California, where owners of EVs were
asked not to charge at peak periods,” he
says. “That is like trying to
manage pollution by shutting
factories or forcing people not to
drive. It doesn’t work and it’s a
symptom of a system under
stress due to poor planning.”
Roll-out of the Linga network
has begun with the mixed model
of local government and local
business partners providing
locations for charge points and
contributing towards costs.
“The foresight of regional
businesses and authorities who

are engaging with us is remarkable,”
Kinderis says.
“Our objective is to make EV charging
accessible in areas where supporting the
high cost of rapid chargers is not feasible
and, given the increasing range of new
EVs, unnecessary.”

www.ecogeneration.com.au

Top: Photos by Ralph Alphonso, courtesy of Textracker. Below: supplied.

Regional EV charging network Linga bolsters grid
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Local lifter
stands firm
for wobbly
offshore work

Maoneng goes large with
480MWh battery for Victoria
“A vital part of the Victorian
government’s Renewable Energy Action
Plan is the integration of energy storage,”
says Maoneng co-founder and CEO Morris
Zhou. “Our facility will play a key role in
local grid stability.”
The company has submitted plans for
another battery in Gould Creek, near Adelaide.
The proposed 225MW/450MWh project is
scheduled for completion in mid-2023 and has
Crown sponsorship support from the
Department of Energy and Mining. The
Mornington Peninsula battery is expected to
be finished by late next year.

More torque
in less time
A challenge to reduce the assembly
times of wind power generator couplings
has resulted in a halving of the time and
labour taken to do the job, after
Australian hydraulic fastening company
Technofast Industries was asked by a US
operation of a European manufacturer
how it could improve its operations.
Technofast’s challenge was to develop
an alternative to older methods of
fastening, such as torque wrenches, to
cut the assembly time of the shrink disc
coupling which joins the turbine to the
generator. The coupling consists of
tapered components which are fixed
using an array of bolts grouped together
to make a friction drive capable of
slipping under extreme load to protect
the generator from damage.
The company’s custom-engineered
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solution, dubbed EziTite, is a hydraulic
bolt incorporating a flexible base, which
allows the unit to absorb movement of
the flange being bolted during assembly.
“The operation used to take eightto-10 hours using two crews of six-toeight workers to do a consecutive
torque-tightening routine,” says
Technofast CEO John Bucknell. “The
crews doing the job the old way needed
to swap-out repeatedly because of the
weights involved.”

Images supplied

Australian clean energy developer Maoneng
has revealed more details of its proposed
240MW/480MWh battery energy storage
system on Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula,
designed to improve network stability by
charging from the grid during off-peak and
discharging during peak periods. The
Mornington Peninsula is subject to
fluctuations in demand for electricity,
primarily from seasonal tourism. The
standalone facility, planned to be built
adjacent to the Tyabb substation, is expected
to generate up to 150 full-time equivalent
jobs during its 12-month construction phase.

Ever tried to thread a needle while
jumping on a trampoline? Now
imagine trying to install a 60-metre,
20-tonne wind turbine blade while
floating several kilometres out at sea.
Australian manufacturer Verton
reckons it has the problem fixed with
its Windmaster project.
Core to their solution is a patented,
remote-controlled, gyroscopeenabled product that delivers simpler
lifting, rotation and orientation of
heavy loads. The solution allows for
the removal of taglines (supporting
lines from load to ground level) and
dogmen (who operate taglines on the
ground). Verton says the technology
will cut equipment downtime by 25%,
and hook-time (time of loads in the
air) by up to 50%.
“The proof-of-concept test will help
us develop the best product for highwind environments, where we use the
wind against itself rather than try to
fight it,” said Verton project manager
Patrick Taylor.
A concept by founder and CTO
Stanley Thomson benefited from
input from Queensland University of
Technology academics. “There is a
vast amount of physical and
computational complexity involved in
getting it right,” says Verton global
business development and marketing
manager Esna Louwrens.
This project has attracted $178,000
in co-funding from the federal
government’s Advanced
Manufacturing Growth Centre.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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INDUSTRY UPDATE
How much do people know about hydro? Not so
much, perhaps. The CEC campaign will help.

The Clean Energy Council’s new national campaign is looking to
tip the balance once and for all in favour of renewable energy,
writes Clean Energy Council chief executive Kane Thornton.

A

midst all the uncertainty created by
the covid-19 pandemic over the past
two years, one thing has become
increasingly clear – it is now indisputable
that Australia’s energy future is renewable.
The rapid advance of wind, solar and
battery technology in recent years means
that renewable energy already accounts for
nearly 30% of Australia’s electricity
generation, powering millions of homes
and businesses. However, if you open a
newspaper, turn on the TV or listen to
some of our politicians, you could be
forgiven for thinking that the jury is still
out on renewable energy and its place in
Australia’s energy landscape.
To correct this perception, the Clean
Energy Council has launched the renewable
energy industry’s first national campaign to
shine a light on the shift taking place as
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Australia and the world move away from
fossil fuels to generate electricity.
Called Renewable Energy is Here Now,
the campaign celebrates the work that the
clean energy industry has already done,
while promoting the enormous employment,
emissions and cost benefits that will be
created as more of Australia’s electricity
comes from renewables.

THROWING CAUTION TO THE WIND
Over the past two decades, Australia’s
powerful fossil fuel lobby and some
opportunistic politicians have actively
muddied the waters around climate change,
sowing doubt in the minds of everyday
Australians about the effects of the industry
on the climate.
Through initiatives such as the Minerals
Council of Australia’s infamous “Little

Black Rock” campaign, and with the
support of sympathetic media outlets, these
efforts have gone largely unchallenged in
Australia, which has resulted in a segment
of the public that are confused about the
effects of climate change and the solutions.
With energy serving as one of the key
battlegrounds in the climate wars that have
afflicted Australian politics for much of the
past 20 years, the scepticism of this cautious
segment of society has been projected onto
renewable energy.
This has meant that negative perceptions
of renewable energy involving issues such
as reliability and cost have been grossly
exaggerated, while cost savings,
employment opportunities and climate
benefits have been ignored.
The Renewable Energy is Here Now
campaign is designed to correct this
imbalance once and for all.
Speaking directly to those who are
cautious about renewable energy, the
campaign is designed to inform them of the
remarkable gains the industry has already
made and convince them that a future
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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In the here and
now: campaigning
for clean energy

INDUSTRY UPDATE

While early indications
are that the campaign
is hitting the right
target demographics,
it will need to be
expanded if it is to
change attitudes.

A friendly fisherman sets a surfer-dad
straight (in the nicest possible way)
about jobs in renewables.

powered by 100% clean energy is not only
possible, but that the transition is already
underway and will benefit us all in day-today life as well as the planet.
Convincing people to change their
minds about renewable energy following
years of negative coverage is easier said
than done, so the Clean Energy Council
engaged author and social researcher Dr
Rebecca Huntley and The Shannon
Company, a communications company
specialising in behavioural change, to
conduct extensive market research with
everyday Australians to work out just
what it would take to shift their
perspectives on renewable energy.

CONVERTING THE SCEPTICS
The research found that because many of
the people who are cautious about
renewable energy are more likely to be
socially conservative, the most effective
approach would be to focus on the issues
that are most important to them. Therefore,
topics such as the economy, jobs and job
creation, health and the cost of living are
the primary focus points of the campaign.
The research also found that while a
majority of Australians support renewable
energy, they are uncertain about a future
powered entirely by clean energy. This
meant that the campaign needed to build
a feeling of confidence, potential and
inevitability in the clean energy transition
by equipping people with facts about the
industry and busting the myths that have
thus far gone unchallenged.
If we are able to convince enough
cautious Australians about the benefits
of renewable energy, we will create a
www.ecogeneration.com.au

significant tipping point where more than
15 million people actively support the
industry. This groundswell of popular
support will empower our leaders to
remove roadblocks and get serious about
accelerating the transition.

COLLECTIVE ACTION
The Renewable Energy is Here Now
campaign has already been rolled out on
platforms such as Sky News Australia and
catch-up television, resulting in more than
200,000 views by everyday Australians.

Over the next few months the campaign
will continue to be ramped up, with
extensive coverage across online platforms
and social media
However, while the early indicators are
that the campaign is getting through to the
right target demographics, it will need to be
expanded further if it is to change enough
people’s attitudes towards clean energy to
have a real impact.
This is why the Clean Energy Council is
calling on the entire Australian renewable
energy industry to get behind the campaign
to get it seen by enough Australians to once
and for all tip the balance in favour of
renewable energy.
With enough resources behind it, the
campaign will have a sustained
multimedia presence spanning free-to-air
TV, online video and outdoor advertising,
giving it the best possible opportunity to
convince Australians of our industry’s
enormous benefits.
Renewable Energy is Here Now is an
exciting new phase for the Australian
renewable energy industry.
For the first time, it will project our
industry onto the lives of everyday
Australians, allowing us to promote the
remarkable gains already made by the
industry and the unprecedented
opportunities that lie ahead.
By doing so, we can permanently shift the
narrative surrounding Australia’s energy
transition, enabling us to further accelerate
towards a clean energy future. Visit the
Clean Energy Council’s website to watch the
commercials and
become a contributor
to the campaign.

Kane Thornton has more than a decade’s experience in energy
policy and leadership in the development of the renewable energy
industry. His column is a regular feature in EcoGeneration, where
he analyses industry trends and explains the impacts of federal
and state renewable policies on the energy sector.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Charging network Evie says ride-hailing services can provide clues as
to how Australia can make the switch to electric vehicles.

D

o you like the smell of petrol? What
about mechanics’ repair bills? There
are plenty of things drivers (and
passengers) won’t miss about automobiles
propelled by internal combustion engines.
Knowing that electric vehicles are destined
to replace cars – after what will be painful
separation for some owners – the young
businesses that want to serve drivers of EVs
are pegging out their patches.
At fast-charge infrastructure company
Evie Networks, CEO Chris Mills is trying to
work out “how do we build a network that
gives people confidence to make the change.”
So far he’s pretty certain about 80% of
charging will be done at home, where drivers
will plug in overnight to fill up on cheap grid
power. Public chargers will mostly be used
for top-ups, so the concept of siting publicly
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available fast-charging boils down to
convenience. To Mills, designing tomorrow’s
auto-energy infrastructure means satisfying
Evie’s three “customer experience criteria”:
give them easy access, good lighting and
security, and, something to do.

GIVE THEM WHAT THEY WANT
Easy access means keeping chargers outside
boom gates, for instance, so drivers don’t
have to navigate multi-storey car parks.
“They are inconvenient,” Mills says. “You’ve
got to take a ticket at the boom gate, drive
around, fight the traffic and eventually find
the charging station.”
Drivers also need to feel safe in the big
city, so charging stations should be well-lit
and welcoming if drivers are expected to
feel secure while they are delayed 10-20

minutes for a top-up. Mounting chargers in
shadowy concrete corners won’t do. “Multistorey car parks at 2am are dark and lonely
places,” he says.
As for amenity, it simply means not
allowing drivers to get bored. Sites that are
on ground-level near shopping centres, local
retail, quick-service food and essential
coffee have good credentials for fastcharging gear. “You don’t need to be with
your car when it’s charging,” Mills says.
“You can lock it up and walk away. You can
go off and do something.”
Evie is also looking at Uber for clues.
Shared EVs may become ambassadors for
the transition, Mills says, where ride-hailers
who enjoy a calm, quiet cruise in an EV
question their allegiance to pistons and
spark plugs when $35,000 electric cars
come onto the market. Evie owns a fleet of
EVs it lets out to Uber drivers for this
purpose and to help it understand charging
and the EV experience. “We get to see the
state of charge of the batteries and where
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Let’s roll … drafting the map
for an EV transition

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

they do their trips, which informs us of
likely places they will need a charge,” Mills
says. “We are painting a picture where we
can see how we can promote the take-up of
electric vehicles.”
So far Evie has learned that Uber drivers
are looking for reliable, inexpensive cars
and a fast-charge network that is designed
for convenience.

FREEWAY FUNDING
In early August Evie and four other
companies – Chargefox, Ampol, Engie and
Electric Highways Tasmania – attracted
$24.55 million in funding towards 403
fast-charging stations to be built in cities
and regions around the country, as part of
the first round of the federal government’s
$71.9 million Future Fuels Fund.
Each station must accommodate at least
two cars at 50kW or more. Evie will receive
$8.85 million for the delivery of 158 fastcharging stations.
The EV business is a growth industry, no
doubt – and it’s competitive. Evie doesn’t
know where the other funded companies
are planning to install chargers (apart from
presuming Ampol will use its existing
service stations), and all of them have to
negotiate leases for space and source power.
Evie is purchasing Large-scale
Generation Certificates to offset carbon in
electricity that supplies its chargers. As its
network grows Mills expects it will buy
direct from wind or solar generators via
power purchase agreements. “There is no
point having green chargers that are
supplied with brown energy.” ARENA grant
funding requires that clean energy is used.
Charging sites will have to be safe and
convenient, but they will also have to be
well-supplied with electrons. “There isn’t a
lot of spare capacity floating around,” he
says, referring to patches of congestion in
urban networks. “You’ve got to look for
those locations where there is enough load …
that allows the site host to do all the things
they want to do and allows you to do what
you want to do.” There are some city
locations, he says, where surplus solar
makes a good match for daytime charging.

“You’ve got to look for those locations where
there is enough load … that allows the site host to
do what they want to do and allows you to do
what you want to do.”
Chris Mills, Evie Networks
Australia: public charging networks are
developed to reassure drivers, new EV
models pop up on sales yard forecourts and
prices come down.
“It wasn’t that long ago that we only had
about 15 battery electric vehicle models
available to buy in Australia,” Mills says.
“And all but five of them were over
$70,000.” In some countries the silent
minority is slowly turning mainstream, and
the effects are being seen here with new
models entering the market from MG and
Chinese battery giant BYD. If Canberra ever
sets a target for EV sales, as many
governments in the developed world have,
more models will be paraded here.
There will also be a point where
carmakers will decide it’s hardly worth
making petrol-powered cars for righthand drive markets (Japan, Malaysia, the
UK, New Zealand, South Africa and
Australia) where there is no EV target
(South Africa and Australia). Soon after
announcing in 2020 that it would stop
making Holdens, General Motors also
declared it would no longer make righthand drive vehicles. Australia accounts for
about 4% of new car sales.
Mills guesses a tipping point for massmarket adoption could be a decade away.
Anyway, is car ownership over-rated?

Private cars are used probably less than an
hour a day, whereas an Uber vehicle will be
on the road up to 12 hours a day.
Autonomous vehicles, long hoped for and
long-promised, will enter the traffic flow
one day. When they do, all that we know
about private transport will be rewritten.
In many respects, we’re ready for them.
Ride-hailing works and is widely used.
Autonomous vehicles will be summoned
the same way – via a smartphone app.
Around the world young people are
delaying sitting for diver’s licences, if they
choose to learn to drive at all. As
autonomous vehicles pop up in our rearview mirrors in a decade or so, Mills says,
“people will ask, why do I need a car?”

BACK OFF
During an energy conference hosted by
Credit Suisse this year Mills shared a panel
with two lithium miners on the impact EVs
might have on demand for the metal, which
is used in batteries. As discussion wound up,
the mediator asked the three for a stock tip
each. The two miners suggested lithium
players, but Mills went for Sims Metals. In a
decade or so, he figures, shares in the listed
scrap metal merchant will be going bananas
as it retrieves raw materials from all the
cars about to be taken off the road.

Mills admits he doesn’t drive an EV,
although he does travel “electrically” – on a
train. When the lease runs out on his family
car, he says it will be time to buy an EV.
“There are some good models coming out,”
he says. Three things need to happen before
there is sustained take-up of EVs in
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Charging up on caffeine and electrons at an Evie
station in Tailem Bend, South Australia.
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NEXT YEAR’S MODELS

ANU lab opens
for DER testing
Dull or extraordinary grid conditions can be conjured to stress-test
clean energy equipment at the ANU’s laboratory dedicated to DER.

A

fter three years in development the
Australian National University’s
DERlab – a laboratory where
distributed energy resources can be stuck
together in any combination and bossed
about by curious engineers – is open to
researchers and technology developers.
“It’s a stepping stone between research and
development and the live network,” says ANU
battery storage and grid integration program
research leader Dr Bjorn Sturmberg.
The lab is set up as a failsafe environment
that replicates a distribution network. Up to
six DER devices – solar, batteries, EVs, smart
air-conditioners, programmable loads, etc –
can be included on each of the three
connection points to replicate a street in the
NEM. That little world can then be forced to
endure gruesome grid conditions limited
only by the technicians’ imaginations.
“One of the challenges of moving to a
more distributed energy is that we need
millions of devices to interact in a
coordinated sensible manner, and we can
test those things in the lab,” Sturmberg says.
The “street” can be powered by mains
power or using an amplifier that can create

different types of voltage waveform, so that
frequency, power quality, voltage magnitude
and other variables can be wound up and
down. “That’s what really allows you to
simulate any kind of grid conditions.”
The lab also includes a data acquisition
system developed at ANU that can perform
around 60,000 times faster than most smart
meters, capable of recording waveforms of
the power system. “That’s the single source
of truth,” Sturmberg says, that allows
researchers a fine-grained view of the
results of an experiment.
Labs exist for a good reason. Trials
conducted in the NEM are restricted in the
degree to which they stress-test DER devices
and systems, Sturmberg says. “This is both
because the NEM rarely experiences system
security-stressing events, and because of the
physical and reputational risks of anything
going wrong in real world settings.”
Energy security is something you can’t
exactly test in the real world, and a
laboratory is a better environment to
research the effects of collapsed
transmission on the second-to-second
operating state of the NEM. “That’s stuff

Electrical engineers around the country are welcome to test their theories at the ANU’s DERlab.
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that doesn’t happen that frequently in the
grid, although it’s been happening a bit more
often than we would like in recent years,” he
says, referring to the separation of entire
states from the NEM.
“You don’t want to bring NSW to the
brink of a blackout just so you can test how
the control systems of some batteries work.”
Rooftop solar is now the largest single
generator in the grid, bigger than any power
plant, “and it is really critical that it behaves
as we expect and as we want it to under grid
disturbances,” he says. The limited testing
of DER devices is a critical issue as the
capacity of rooftop solar continues to grow,
alongside a coming wave of EVs and other
DER devices connecting to the grid.
Another reason a lab beats the real world
is that in the real world researchers who
want to trial new devices must coordinate
approvals and involvement of customers,
retailers, distribution networks, the
Australian Energy Market Operator and the
Australian Energy Regulator. It’s “laborious
and slow”, Sturmberg says. “The DERlab,
with its replica network, diversity of DER
devices and the ability to simulate grid
conditions, expedites this and opens new
possibilities for rapid prototyping.”
The lab is funded via the ACT
government’s Treasury Department as part
of its priority investment program, but it’s a
“national resource”, Sturmberg says, and the
door is open for technology developers,
networks, AEMO, researchers and
academics around the country.
“It’s a stepping stone to grid-deployment,
and in that sense it’s quite convenient that
it’s in the ACT,” he says, given the little
territory’s reputation for its progressive
attitude to renewable energy. Other
partners in the project include UNSW
Canberra, battery-test lab ITP Renewables
and local network Evoenergy.
The lab was opened in July and electrical
engineers around Australia will be looking for
excuses to get in there and mess around with
stuff. One reaction to the announcement,
however, was a bit of a head-scratcher: “This is
great, but where is the living lab where we
work out what humans want as well?”
Sturmberg concedes it’s an interesting
point, but the lab is looking relatively bare
on the customer/social research side
because “in my personal experience I’ve
found there are certain things you do not
want to test in people’s homes.” No-one
would be happy if testing a control
algorithm “broke” the battery in an electric
vehicle, for instance.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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FINANCE

Seeking value in a
frothy green market
Clean energy is growing in the
grid but there is still plenty of
risk for big investors.

A

REVENUE ROULETTE
Valuing an energy infrastructure asset on
expected future earnings from selling its
product – electricity – is “exceptionally
challenging”, Ruchin says. “The energy
sector is in the biggest state of flux it has
ever been in and it is very hard to predict
what energy prices are going to look like.”
Without a clear idea of what energy mix is
going to be around in the next few years, not
to mention the next 10 to 30 years’ time, it
becomes very hard to value a wind or solar
farm, say, with an expected life of 20 to 30
years. “It’s very hard to predict that far
ahead when people are struggling to predict
a few days out,” says Ruchin.
Infrastructure is meant to be a relatively
dull investment class, where predictable
income from highway tolls or airport fees
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The longer the offtake agreement,
the better the risk profile.

and rents is a step up on the risk curve from
government and corporate bonds. But
renewables assets can be assessed using the
same criteria if a wind or solar farm has a
long-term contracted off take agreement.
“As a starting point you would say, if we
didn’t have any more cashflow apart from
what’s contracted, what does that return
look like?” Ruchin says, explaining the
valuation process in its simplest terms. It
then becomes a case of estimating how
sensitive a valuation is to other factors
before a range of returns is calculated, “to
manage expectations”.
A deeper and longer-term market for
corporate power purchase agreements
(PPAs) would help the local clean energy
industry, she says. PPA tenors can extend up
to 20 or 30 years – the expected lifetime of
some assets – and the energy utilities have
been active buyers in Australia.
Lately, PPAs have been written on much
shorter tenors, some as short as seven years.
“We struggle with that being true
infrastructure,” she says. “You need a PPA
to be at least 20 years to have a material
impact on your return.” Short tenors can
lead to negative internal rates of return. In
this market, a 3% annualised return for a

contracted PPA is a good outcome, she says.
Investors looking to manage risk within
the clean energy bucket in a portfolio will
look at various technologies in different
geographies. If they favour one technology
– solar, for example – they will be taking
less risk if assets are spread across different
regions. (Ruchin advises on investments in
Australia and around the world.)
If clean energy sounds like a sure thing,
there are still blind spots: Australia lacks a
clear energy strategy at Commonwealth
level, and a schedule for retirement of the
dominating coal generators is unknown.
These are industry-wide concerns, but
owners of projects that have long-term
contracted off take agreements will be less
bothered by them. “There will always be
winners and losers from policy,” Ruchin says.
Risk that is created by a lack of policy
needs to be balanced by higher returns. If
funds are flowing into a market that’s hyped,
evident risks may not be compensated for.
“There is uncertainty globally, but in
Australia that uncertainty is heightened.”
Nevertheless, she says, once the challenges
are understood it is possible to capture
investment value in Australia’s complex but
inevitable transition to clean energy.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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nyone walking a city street will have
noticed bus sides and posters loudly
declaring the green aspirations of
banks and superannuation funds. It means
one thing: they want you to know they plan
to invest in renewable energy. Their
marketing fails to mention the risks. Values
of assets and the companies that own them
rely on the outlook for energy prices, the
rate that coal generators are retired and the
tenor of contracted off take agreements for
clean generation, not to mention
government energy policy, pressure from
other developed nations, inflation forecasts
and the odd pandemic. “The risks are broad
and nuanced,” says Angela Ruchin, a senior
consultant in the infrastructure team at
Jana, an asset consultancy.
Data from BloombergNEF showed new
investment in renewable energy projects
and companies for the six months to June 30
totalled $US174 billion, the highest for the
first half of any year. As funds flood into the
market, prices are being driven up. “There is
definitely interest in the subsector, which is
compressing returns.”
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SOLAR

Autonomous Energy looks
for a clean start after
mixing with Bill Papas
A leading C&I solar company is focused on business as usual having found itself
briefly under the ownership of an alleged fraudster. Jeremy Chunn reports.

The buyer, iugis investments, was
controlled by Papas “although he’s not
technically the owner”, Linney says. The
common thread between iugis and other
companies caught up in the loans dilemma
is that Bill Papas was the sole director and
company secretary on all of them.

THE AFTERMATH

B

ill Papas arrived at the staff barbecue
in a Bentley coupe. He’s a car guy. The
company he’d bought, Autonomous
Energy, is headquartered up in Sydney’s
Frenchs Forest, deep into the North Shore.
There are some nice runs around that way
where a driver can open up, but really you
have to get out of town to go fast.
Papas and a mate had two Audi R8 LMS
Evos down in Victoria for that sort of stuff.
They were upgrades of models he’d raced at
Phillip Island after getting his start in roadregistered Porsches. His next step was to
compete in the GT category.
That will have to wait.
He’s in Greece at the moment, recovering
from a bout of covid-19. Westpac and two
other banks are keen to see him come back
to Australia safe and well. They are
pursuing him over $400 million of loans to
his company Forum Finance.
Matthew Linney, the CEO of Autonomous
Energy, can’t believe he’s somehow caught
up in it all.
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It all started when Papas decided he
wanted to get into clean energy in March
this year. “He was looking to buy a solar
business,” says Linney. Papas made on offer
for 100% of the company, which was
accepted by Linney, co-founder Mark Gadd
and investors who bought into Autonomous
in 2018. And that was that.
“All of us got dragged along in that deal,”
says Linney, who, along with Gadd, was
made a minor shareholder in the 2018
transaction with Sydney-based investment
company Longmoat.

A racecar Papas
owned with a buddy.

THE FOG CLEARS
To be caught up the affairs of Bill Papas,
who appears to have fled the country to
Greece possibly to avoid the attention of
banks from whom he borrowed hundreds of
millions of dollars, is a grim prospect for the
remaining founder of a company dedicated
to hooking business up to clean energy.
“The main thing has been communication
with our clients and staff,” Linney says.
“Even if we don’t know everything.”
The response has been encouraging. In
fact, it almost feels like a fresh slate. Clients
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Autonomous was an early adopter of bifacial
modules for this car park in Queensland.

After the purchase in March Autonomous
Energy did not receive any money from
iugis. “That’s an important point that we
made to Westpac; none of the money that is
of questionable origin has gone into
Autonomous Energy,” Linney says. But the
outgoing shareholders were paid – all apart
from Linney, who took the option of shares
in iugis or cash at the end of the year.
It’s been a miserable time for Linney for
sure, to see so much work and businessbuilding (he co-founded Autonomous 15
years ago) diluted to nothing by a V10 racecar-driving “serial entrepreneur”.
Gadd, who was a director of the business
and on the board, had not been an employee
for a few years. “He decided to take some leave
after the other investors came in [in 2018].”
Commercial solar is a tough line, Linney
says, and Gadd felt like a break. And that’s
all he wants to say on that topic.

SOLAR
Autonomous Energy took a CEC Solar Award
in 2020 for this project in central Sydney.

Matthew
Linney is back
from the
brink.

“The market last year was heavily affected by
covid, but we were busy through the first half of
2020 delivering projects contracted pre-covid.”
have been “really understanding”, whether
they are in line for projects or have longterm service agreements. The voluntary
administration process has taken in many
companies – a web of connected entities, as
Linney calls it, “and we are quite a separate
business on the side – we were never
integrated [into iugis].”
Wages are being paid to Autonomous’ 24
staff (mostly based in Sydney), everyone still
has a job and the company is in a good
cashflow position, he says. “For us, the key
aim is to ensure that staff get looked after,
that we keep this wonderful team together
and that our clients are not left in limbo.
Our aim is to finish projects.”
Linney met Papas a few times and says he
came across as very sales-focused. “He was
very confident; had a lot of presence.”
He points out that, as far as he knows,
Papas also oversaw creditable operations.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Other than that, he’d rather not say too
much about him.

LOOK AHEAD
Autonomous is a tier-one commercial and
industrial solar company. As the industry
persevered through covid, the company was
starting 2021 with plenty on its plate. There
was work for water utilities, government
jobs, commercial projects. “The market last
year was heavily affected by covid, but we
were quite busy through the first half of
2020 because we were delivering projects
that were signed and contracted pre-covid.”
The pandemic had affected the workload
late last year, however, as companies balked
at committing on capital expenditure.
Then it all picked up again around
February. “There were a lot of businesses
coming back to market for solar and
microgrids; we are on a strong upward

trajectory at the moment but it takes time
for that to translate into work.”
As to being caught up in such a terrible
ordeal, Linney isn’t going to get bitter about
it. “It’s the first time for me, but I’m learning
quickly,” he says. “I never thought I’d come
anywhere near something like this.”

A NEW BEGINNING
In mid-August creditors approved a
management buyout offer funded by Linney,
five Autonomous Energy colleagues and
private investor John Rakic, owner and
managing director of Trafalgar Group.
“We’ve got a lot of stuff ready to go,” Linney
told the The Australian Financial Review.
“We haven’t used this time idly.”
October 2021 ecogeneration
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ENERGY TRANSITION

Things will get worse
before they get better
Energy Market Operator, between 26 and
50GW of new renewable generation will be
connected to the NEM as about 15GW of
coal is retired by 2040.
Two symptoms of the transition to clean
energy are curtailment (when a plant’s
variable output can’t be matched with
demand, or prices make it uneconomic) and
marginal loss factors (where constraints
result in loss of some output in
transmission).

Grid constraints are symptoms
of an energy system in
transition. A balancing act of
new supply and transmission will
see bumps along the way.

O

ur electricity grid is being
reengineered. What we have now
are gigawatt-scale generators
located near coal pits, with transmission
channelling that output into cities. What
we will end up with is many more plants
located where the sun and wind are most
reliable, along with storage and, inevitably,
forms of dispatchable generation.
The east coast states are enthusiastic
about developing renewable energy zones,
or REZs, to host new wind and solar
generation (although some locals in those
regions may have other feelings). But there
will be plenty of pain between now and a
future scenario where our cities are strongly
connected to faraway renewables.
“The current NEM is not designed to host
large amounts of [variable renewable
energy] at remote locations,” says Cornwall
Insight Australia senior policy and
regulatory consultant Franklin Liu.
On the expectations of the Australian

much room to move [surplus] VRE
capacity.” More storage would also help.
In Queensland it’s a different story.
Curtailment there spikes around the middle
of the day and is concentrated between
August and October. “There is a very strong
signal for some form of new load around the
middle of the day to soak up some of that
excess solar,” Liu said, noting “there is only
so far coal units can ramp down.”

CHEAPER TO DO NOTHING
There are two types of curtailment,
remember, and Liu pointed to a rise in
economic curtailment – especially in South
Australia and Victoria – as plants bid to stay
out of the market “during times of negative
prices”. In the first quarter of the year
negative prices around midday were the
norm, he said. But plant owners are
adapting. “We now see VRE being much
smarter in how they operate.” System
curtailment is rising in NSW, especially in
the southwest, but is “still quite low in terms
of curtailment values”.
Economic curtailment happens when
demand is simply too low, so why build
expensive new transmission? It will still
be worth it if energy can be shared
between the states. (But the case for
storage is also obvious.)

THE CURTAILMENT CALENDAR
During a webinar in late July, Liu showed
how curtailment appears to change
throughout the year across the states.
Wind and solar are time-crucial, he said,
but on a monthly basis about 10% of output
is curtailed. In Queensland this peaks
between August and October, when
demand is lowest.
In South Australia curtailment is a result
of wind’s dominance, he said. Every three to
four months a significant wind front moves
through the state, leading to oversupply of
South Australia’s relatively low demand.
Only so much can be exported to Victoria
and curtailment bulges in the middle of the
day, driven by the impact of rooftop solar.
“[South Australia] needs new ways to
export that energy,” he said. “There isn’t
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ENERGY TRANSITION

THE FUNNEL NARROWS
Because wind and solar assets are often
located in weak parts of the NEM, marginal
loss factors have been a drag on revenue for
owners and the situation is unlikely to
change for a few years, Cornwall Insight
analysis shows.
Losses occur naturally as generation
travels through the transmission network
but the effect can be amplified in regions
where output from generation sites is
correlated. “That’s why wind and solar
farms are worse hit when there is a change
in MLFs,” said Cornwall Insight Australia
lead analyst Jake Dunstan.
Over the past year MLFs have improved
for solar in northern and central
Queensland, but that’s an outcome of
AEMO downgrading forecasts for future
generation from PV. “It’s not necessarily
good news,” Franklin said. In NSW, MLFs
have generally fallen.
It’s a bumpy road for owners of wind and
solar plants. AEMO publishes its
preliminary MLF numbers in October, but
its list of final coefficients (around 1) are
released about five months later. There can
be a 5-7 percentage point movement
between final and preliminary MLF

www.ecogeneration.com.au

numbers, Franklin said. “It’s volatile and
pretty hard to forecast.”
It’s worth understanding how curtailment
influences MLF values. When there is more
curtailment the total energy that goes
through transmission is less. Because less
power is sent down the line, less is lost. And
because less is lost, the MLF for that
generator should improve. It’s not all good
news, obviously – you’ve sold less power but
earned better revenue per megawatt.
Revenue can go up and down.

CONSTRUCTION ZONE
The states understand the logic of
renewable energy, said Dunstan. NSW is
pursuing five REZs and development at
Central-West Orana and New England has
started. The West Murray zone is at
capacity, he said, so expect delays there.
A zone in the Southern Tablelands looks
unpopular with the locals, so far. Significant
transmission upgrades are needed in NSW,
along with storage that might include some
attractive pumped hydro opportunities.
Queensland has decided on three zones,
having diverged from AEMO’s Integrated
System Plan which identified eight smaller
REZs. The six REZs in Victoria and nine

in South Australia show ample capacity to
be developed.
Major transmission assets such as
EnergyConnect and HumeLink will change
the way the network operates, and policy
and regulatory changes will have a big
impact. “Essentially, we are going to rebuild
our transmission network,” Franklin said,
commenting that the state governments
appear mighty eager to see the regulatory
process streamlined.
One question remains, however: who is
going to fund all this new transmission?
Will projects be funded through a
determination process overseen by the
Australian Energy Regulator, with the
expense then passed to consumers, or will
state governments underwrite some of the
REZs? The answer “will impact the timely
delivery and cost of those projects,”
Franklin said.
In the meantime, how can we manage
congestion? One way is to build out
transmission and then generation. Or should
there be real-time pricing, so consumers
respond to congestion via location marginal
pricing? “The way you design the transmission
pricing is going to have a crucial impact on
participants’ behaviour.”
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WIND

Good news and
bad news about
wind in Victoria
A pocket of stillness has highlighted how wind may have
concentrated price power in Victoria as coal is retired.

W

hen it blows, it blows. But when it
doesn’t, the price of electricity in
Victoria goes up. That’s the
observation Cornwall Insight Australia
analyst Sandy Starkey made after
comparing the effects of a few days of calm
in the air above the garden state with the
regular tumult.
Between July 6 and 13 wind conditions in
Victoria shifted from relative stillness, with
almost no generation from wind plants on
the 8th, 9th and 10th, to a 24-hour gale of
output where birds had to make very little
effort to stay aloft.
Subsequently, Starkey says, wind farms
managed an average capacity factor
between the 6th and 10th of about 7%.
For the four days of market activity up to
and including the 9th prices averaged
$240/MWh, including periods when the cap
was reached.
As the wind returned, however, prices
were sent lower. With the average coming in
at $65/MWh for the three days up to and
including the 13th, Starkey says the result is
an indication of wind’s increasing

importance in influencing price in Victoria.
“When the wind and variable renewable
energy [VRE] is high, market prices tend to
be comparatively low,” she wrote in a report.
“However, during periods of low VRE, we
see market prices increase rapidly.”
The wind that spins turbines in the west
and east of Victoria comes from the Great
Australian Bight, so there is not a lot of
variation of the resource. “Sites in the west
are highly correlated with sites on the east
coast,” Starkey tells EcoGeneration. Even the
2GW Star of the South project, proposed for
the shallow waters off the Gippsland coast,
would still be subject to the same front.

BLOWN AWAY
It’s a simple conclusion that highlights the
significant role of wind in the state, where it
accounts for 3.1GW of capacity among
13.3GW of generating assets in total
(dominated by coal, at 4.69GW, and gas,
with 2.4GW).
With the right transmission, Australia is
vast enough to host variable renewable
generation assets distributed in such a way

that some researchers are confident a 100%
clean grid can be achieved, so long as
adequate storage is also built.
The negative correlation between wind
output and prices that Starkey points to is a
worry, then. Victoria may be a great state for
wind resources, but it is a relatively small
state. Most wind farms there are
concentrated west of Melbourne.
Without access to a wider portfolio of
supply, it looks like prices in Victoria will
sustain blasts of volatility. Access to extra
hydro in Tasmania, solar in NSW and
energy stored in the Snowy 2.0 pumped
hydro facility will rely on the far-away
completion of expensive and politicised
infrastructure projects. “Snowy would help
a lot,” she says.
Better interconnectedness with South
Australia and NSW is (slowly) on the way,
but wind output will need to be effectively
hedged within the overall NEM as brown
coal assets are retired in Victoria over the
coming decades.
In the meantime let’s all thank hydro,
which stepped in to make up between 9%
and 14% of supply during wind’s lull in
early July.
Hydro may look reliable but it is still
subject to weather conditions, Starkey says.
“We get droughts as well,” she says. “Hydro
was able to step in, but over a 10-year period
you’ll get cyclical patterns where hydro
reservoirs can’t step in that much.”
In the very long term, it’s hard to say
exactly how Victoria will manage without
dispatchable generation. “We really
struggle, once all the coal’s out, to get to net
zero without gas,” she says. “We’re noticing
the effects already.”
Wind may play a small part in generation,
but it swings a lot of weight when it comes to
setting the price.
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Power Transformers (≤550MVA)
Distribution Transformers (≤7,500kVA)
Compact MV Substations
Skid Solutions
Special Transformers
Fault Current Limiters
Special Applications
Monitoring and Control Solutions
Service and Support

www.wtc.com.au

THE TRANSFORMER
PEOPLE

WASTE-TO-ENERGY

The 750kWh energy solution
you wooden expect

F

or most business owners the energy
revolution involves a bit of risk and
arithmetic. Should we invest in rooftop
solar or think about a power purchase
agreement? Are we big enough to take part
in the demand response market? Have we
explored every possible route to using
less energy?
Every business is different, so the menu of
solutions can be very, very long.
But what if you produce epic amounts of a
byproduct that can be turned into energy so
long as some new kit is installed? That’s the
quandary a NSW sawmill pondered as it
watched the sawdust pile up alongside its
energy bills. The solution involved the
decision to buy a $2.8 million pyrolysis
reactor, a machine that turns residual waste
from milling – and other sources – into
valuable syngas and biochar.
Only 40% of what goes into a sawmill
comes out as finished planks and beams. At
Sweetman sawmill, the residual matter –
sawdust, bark, twigs and branches – used to

be sold to Japan to be used to make paper.
After an export company the mill used went
broke the problem of finding use for the
residue became acute.
“It’s like the old analogy with the butcher
shop,” says Sweetman Renewables chairman
John Halkett. “If you only sell the T-bone
steaks and not the rest of it the business is
looking a little shaky.”

CHOP CHOP
As much residue as the mill produces (which
is about 50 tonnes a day), Sweetman
Renewables is securing more. It has
approached sawmills in northern NSW and
negotiated commitments for supply of
residue at a better price than the $15/tonne
the stuff is sold for to use in landscaping
backyards. The same stuff on a boat to Japan
is worth about $US110/tonne, where it is
being used in thermal plants as the country
slowly turns away from coal.
“It’s quite valuable,” Halkett tells
EcoGeneration. “As opposed to wind and

solar, biomass provides predictable,
renewable dispatchable power.”
Sweetman is working with Australian
companies Midway and Boral towards
exporting this biomass through the
Newcastle port. “If we can afford to pay the
sawmills a lot more than they’re getting
now then we can send it to Japan and get a
decent price for it.”
The company also has a contract to supply
a half-million tonnes of biomass to Verdant
Earth Technologies, owner of the 151MW
Redbank Power Station near Singleton in
the Hunter Valley. The plant is being
converted from low-grade coal to biomass,
although it’s not quite certain yet when it
will begin testing the new fuel.
Export is being weighed as an option until
Redbank can take the biomass. It will go
through the same Newcastle Qube Logistics
facility that processed woodchip shipments
to Japan for Boral.
When Redbank has been converted it will
be Australia’s third-largest dispatchable
renewable power station after Snowy Hydro
and Hydro Tasmania, Halkett says.

WITH THE GRAIN
For Sweetman Renewables, the priorities
are to export, supply the Redbank plant and
get the pyrolysis plant at the sawmill up and
running. To prepare itself as a supplier of
raw materials for export and large-scale and
small-scale power plants it is looking
beyond sawmills to secure supply from
forestry waste and industrial waste,
scooping up the heads of trees, branches,
rotten stumps and low-grade unharvested
plants loggers leave behind. Industrial

Opportunity piles up at
the Sweetman sawmill.
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A sawmill is looking to solve a waste problem and cut costs by
branching out into the export, energy and biochar markets.

WASTE-TO-ENERGY

waste comes in the form of old pallets,
for example, and the 20% of
residential landfill that is wooden.
“If we can pull all that out and put it
through a grinder we can use it as
biomass,” Halkett says. “We don’t
have any problem getting biomass: it
comes from residues from existing
sawmills with contractual
government contracts, forest waste
and industrial and residential waste.
“If you put a log through a sawmill
and you’re doing really well 40% of it ends
up as boards and beams,” he says.
“You don’t chip a good log and put it into
biomass when you can get $3,000 a cubic
metre for spotted gum or blackbutt or
turpentine or tallowwood.”

POWER UP
An arrangement with Patriot Hydrogen will
see a pyrolysis plant hungry for 24 tonnes of
woodchip a day to turn into syngas and
biochar. Syngas can be used to make
hydrogen but the reactor will be coupled
with a Siemens genset.
“That will generate twice as much
electricity as we need,” Halkett says.
“We’ll run the sawmill off our own

www.ecogeneration.com.au

Syngas from a
pyrolysis reactor
will fuel a genset.

rest exported to the NSW TransGrid
network, negotiations pending.
“We want to use our biomass, which we
generate every day – we have to find a use
for it – and we couldn’t think of a better way
to do it than turn it into a hydrogen-rich gas
and produce electricity,” Miller says. “One
of the number one expenses we have, apart
from log supply, is electricity. All the saws
and planers are heavy stop-start electric.”

BAG IT FOR LATER
electricity and sell the rest as green energy.”
If all goes well the plant will produce
2 tonnes of syngas a day, which is 40%
hydrogen, 15% methane and the remainder
carbon compounds. The syngas will be
stored in bottles and fed into a V12 biogas
fuel engine designed to burn hightemperature hydrogen compounds.
“If you pump normal hydrogen into a
normal reciprocating engine it burns so hot
it will burn the pistons out,” says Sweetman
Renewables director Garry Miller.
“These pistons have been tungsten- and
carbide-treated, so they can operate at very
high temperatures.”
Of the 750kWh produced by the genset,
just under half will be used onsite and the

Inside the reactor the woodchip is heated to
500°C in an oxygen-free environment,
which cracks the chemicals in the cellulose
to produce the gases. What’s left is biochar,
a carbon-rich byproduct that can be bagged
and sold to the agriculture sector. When
ploughed into topsoil biochar can help
retain moisture and sequester carbon. It can
also be added to feedstock to reduce cattle’s
methane emissions.
If the pyrolysis unit at the sawmill works
out then others can be deployed at the mill
or other locations near sources of biomass,
Halkett says. Residue can pile up so fast at
sawmills it has to be removed every second
day in some cases. “If a sawmill can’t deal
with the biomass, they drown.”
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SOLAR

Array tracking at a site which
uses 1P orientation.

Tracking has taken off with
developers of solar plants but
there is a lot to know about this
simple technology.

S

olar is simple. Sunshine hits a PV
panel and electricity is made. A vast
amount of solar energy is needed to
help replace coal, however. A simple way to
maximise the amount of power conjured
from a module is to keep it facing the sun as
it loops across the sky. Tracking solutions
that tilt arrays from sunup to sundown are
becoming standard issue at utility-scale
solar farms across the country.
Installers who may not have worked at
that scale should know that tracking isn’t as
simple as it sounds.
The sites selected for large solar projects
are usually big enough for owners not to
have to worry about PV arrays being densely
arranged. In cases where space is tight, a
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developer must weigh up the amount of
power that can fit on a site against the
additional production efficiency gained by
using a tracking solution.
If there isn’t much room, a fixed-tilt
structure could end up working out better
value. More of that land will need to be
panel-free if tracking is used, to allow for
O&M access and to allow the tracker its full
range of motion.
But although tracking requires more
space per panel the result is higher yield per
watt of peak power installed. “You’re
getting the most out of the panels that you
install,” says Fotowatio Renewable Ventures
technical manager Ronald Maran.

BIG SHOULDERS
The main purpose of tracking is to
maximise production at the times of day
when a fixed-tilt solution wouldn’t be
producing optimally. With fixed-tilt, there
will be a period of three to four hours where
a panel will be producing at optimal

efficiency. “Outside of that, efficiency of
generation from that structure is reduced
because the array effectively isn’t facing the
sun,” Maran tells EcoGeneration.
Tracker manufacturers claim up to 30%
additional production over the same module
installed on a fixed-tilt structure, and
Maran has seen similar results in the right
conditions. “It can be a big benefit.”
When assessing a project for tracking,
Maran considers the size of the land, the
targeted peak power, the power at the point
of connection, irradiation (which can vary
across the country), soil conditions and
topography (how variable the terrain is).
The major tracking providers (there are
about six) offer solutions at different
lengths, different axis heights and with
different ranges of motion, so the
characteristics of a project may favour a
certain technology over another. FRV has
used different providers for different jobs.
The systems are sophisticated, with
proprietary software determining how an
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Follow the sun … tracking’s
role in utility-scale PV

SOLAR

array will turn throughout the day. Owners
can usually plug in latitude and longitude
for a site and the system will work out its
tracking motion through the day.
Over the past few years tracking
companies have developed software that
will customise the tracking algorithm
throughout the day to deal with onsite
conditions. If the weather turns overcast,
for instance, it might change position to
maximise output from diffuse irradiation
reaching the module, instead of facing the
sun. Another trick is to minimise the
amount of “backtracking” occurring,
where parts of an array may be partially
shaded by a neighbouring array during
some of its motion.
In an ideal world a plant would be
designed so that arrays are far enough apart
to eliminate shading, but it’s not uncommon
for rotating arrays to sometimes cast
neighbours into shadow. The software
might detect when there is shading on
panels or measure the amount of irradiation
hitting a tracking row and adjust the angle.
In another case a system’s software might
customise the tracking algorithm by taking
the terrain and system design into account,
says Maran, whose responsibilities at FRV
include selecting EPCs and conducting
technical due diligence before construction.

Image: Scott Chernis Photography

BOTH SIDES OF BIFACIAL
Bifacial modules have become popular at
utility scale as owners calculate that the
additional generation from the rear of the
panels makes the extra cost worth it. “You
want to maximise the amount of irradiation
reaching the bottom of the module,” Maran
says. The shift to bifacial has had a
significant impact on the tracking sector,
where taller and more spaced-out trackers
have a beneficial effect on the bifacial gain.
Any increase in tracker height will incur a
greater wind loading on the panels,
however, where the relationship between
height and wind loading is non-linear.
Larger-format modules are also becoming
popular, as manufacturers step up
production of models featuring 210mm
wafers. These modules are about 400mm
longer and 300mm wider than the standard
2m by 1m format that has prevailed for so
long. A longer, wider panel means the span
of a tracking structure is larger. “You are
left with a larger tracker that needs to be
higher off the ground,” Maran says. Higher
tracking means proportionally greater wind
loading, and system designers are having to
adapt to the new, larger PV technology.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Tracking with bifacial can provide
superior levelized cost of energy compared
with an equivalent fixed-tilt array. Module
manufacturers are favouring 210mm wafers
and the tracking crowd will have to adapt.

2P OR NOT 2P
Decisions about which orientation to use on
a project with tracking – a single row of
vertical panels (1P) or two rows of vertical
panels (2P) – are determined by the
probability of high wind, a site’s topography,
the technology that is being used and the
designer’s preference. “Certain sites work
better with 1P and certain sites work better
with 2P,” Maran says, pointing out that
there isn’t a clear indication that 1P or 2P is
better for the majority of applications.
Developers and tracker suppliers must
pay careful attention to projects planned for
cyclonic regions. It’s not impossible to
engineer a 2P tracking solution in such
conditions, with the right engineering, but
1P orientation would endure less stress
when it’s howling.
The reflective possibilities of ground
cover can add another few percentage
points in yield from bifacial panels,
according to some trials around the world
where grass is compared with sand, cement,
pale gravel and white-painted surfaces. The
light reflected onto the rear of panels from
below, called “albedo”, can vary in quality
depending on what it has bounced off.
Humidity, haze and cloud cover also have an
effect. It’s probably impractical to replicate
such trial conditions at utility scale, so soil
and grass will have to do.
Sheep have been shown to live quite

happily under tracking, with the mutual
agreement that they’ll control vegetation for
the owner in return for shade on hot days.
Cattle are not such good tenants; they are
too big and can cause damage when they rub
up against technical gear. Similarly, goats
and solar don’t seem to get along. They can
be tempted to climb onto the panels.

NOT ON THE LEVEL
Tracking solutions are flexible when it
comes to working on a slope, with gradients
of 15% or even 20% (about 8.5° or 11°) able to
be accommodated by some manufacturers.
No site is ever dead flat, and it pays to be
careful when it comes to undulations. A
typical 1P tracking solution is about 100m in
length per unit, or about half that for a 2P
unit. The ground it’s mounted on will
change in elevation over that stretch and
different foundation solutions might need to
be used at various points or grading may be
required. These small changes in elevation
will be a more important consideration
when using tracking than the absolute
gradient of the site.
The quality of the ground a system is
built on also matters. In some cases,
expansive clay responds to wet and dry
cycles where a drenching after a dry spell
can cause clay to expand, pushing the
foundation upwards. Over time, these
incremental movements can add up, so that
a pile might be 10cm, 20cm or more out of
the ground. As it is pushed out, the
foundation is less effective and the wind
loading on the more elevated array is
higher. Uneven pile heights can also cause
operational problems for a tracker.

This system with bifacial panels in 2P
orientation uses Nextracker tracking.
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WIND

New generation ideas from (left to right)
BW Ideol, Equinor and Principle Power.

Floating wind
turbines find
their sea legs
Wind technology that can bob about on the waves will open up vast
amounts of opportunity, but does it work?

OFF THE BEACH
heavy, and they produce gyroscopic forces
that, on land, can be transferred to deep
concrete foundations. Adapting the
technology to a shifting, liquid surface has
been no trivial task. Engineers who started
with prototypes in university wave pools
have since scaled up their devices into
demonstration units tested off the coasts of
Portugal, Norway and Japan.
So far, the propellerheads at wind
technology companies have settled on four
methods of floating wind machines at sea.
American company Principle Power offers
a semisubmersible solution. In one version
of this a buoyant steel triangle is formed by
two water-filled ballast tanks that balance a
turbine, which makes the third leg of the
device. Once deployed, water is pumped
around the hollow triangle structure to keep
it stable.
Norwegian firm Equinor has taken a
simpler approach, creating an enormous,
80-metre-tall bottle with a fan on top

Engineers who started with prototypes in
university wave pools have scaled up their
devices into proven demonstration units.
36 |
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Onshore wind energy has proven itself
about a thousand times over in Australia
but off shore generation is still somewhere
over the horizon, although there are 12
proposals in the works for capacity
totalling about 25GW.
Many of those offshore wind proposals
are located near ports and some are
expected to power onshore hydrogen
facilities. Only one of the developers so far is
thinking of using floating turbines, a 1.5GW
proposal off the coast of Victoria near
Gippsland. None of the proposals has
reached construction phase.
Offshore wind has also arrived on the
radar at the Australian Energy Market
Operator, which sees about 40GW of
capacity at four wind zones off the coast of
NSW, Victoria and Tasmania.
Investors and engineers will be attracted
to a new source of uncorrelated resources in
offshore wind, as they fret over the slow
withdrawal of dispatchable coal and gas.
People who live within the many renewable
energy zones in Queensland, NSW, Victoria
and South Australia where new wind and
solar projects are expected to take root will
also be interested in offshore wind. If it’s out
of sight, that means it’s out of mind.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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W

hat’s afloat? Wind turbines, as it
turns out. The world’s first floating
wind farm is nearing completion
15km off the coast of Aberdeen, Scotland – a
50MW plant consisting of six turbines.
Swimming not far behind it, Royal Dutch
Shell and Scottish Power have proposed a
gigawatt-scale plant elsewhere off
Scotland’s coast.
Off shore wind farms where turbines are
fi xed to the seabed can be built in water
shallower than about 60 metres, which
leaves about four-fifths of windy ocean
locations around the world off developers’
maps. The International Energy Agency
estimates there is enough wind resource in
gusty, deep-water regions to satisfy the
world’s 2040 energy needs by more than
10 times.
Fixing a fan to the top of a tower and
bolting it to the ground is technology a child
can understand, but what if there’s no
ground? Wind turbines are tall and top-

– almost like the proverbial message in a
bottle. The entire thing is counterweighted
by its heavy bottom, filled with rocks, water
or anything that’s cheap and weighty.
Two other designs include Glosten, from
the US, which in partnership with GE has
developed a star-shaped structure with a
turbine at its centre that can be tethered to
the ocean floor, and Norwegian firm
BW Ideol, with an empty square barge that
is stabilised by water that gurgles around
inside its frame. A prototype off the coast of
Japan has made it through three typhoons,
the company says.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

With the help of powerful
modelling tools, parts of
Australia’s auto industry are
accelerating the transition to
electric vehicles.

A

ll cars have become smarter over the
past 50-odd years, as they evolved
from utilitarian tear-abouts to
luxury-class land-liners, but electric
vehicles are in a different league.
Although EVs may not have complex
mechanical engines, the batteries, battery
management systems and motors inside them
are powerful and need to be controlled using
software that runs complex algorithms.
If EV models have advanced at a cracking
pace over the past decade, it’s probably
impossible to speculate how they may
perform in another 10 years.
“We’re going to see the same sort of trend
as we’ve seen in computing power; it’s going
to increase significantly as the technology
used in batteries evolves,” says MathWorks
country manager Stephane Marouani,
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hinting at research into the possibilities
of solid-state batteries that use graphene
and aluminium.
MathWorks, a US-headquartered
company that makes software used by
engineers and scientists, has a track record
for working with automakers, but the rise of
EVs has seen it shift into automated driving
and driving assistance systems, otherwise
known as self-driving cars.
In Australia, Marouani says much of the
local talent left over from the departure of a
car-manufacturing industry has set itself to
work on interesting ventures into
commercial and industrial electric vehicles.
“Diesel still has more energy efficiency than
a battery system,” Marouani says, “but there
is a clear trend [towards electric] from a
local innovation standpoint.”
The mining and agriculture sectors are
obviously suited to EVs, he says, as they are
safer, non-polluting and require less
maintenance than conventional vehicles.

WAY DOWN BELOW
Victorian company Safescape is working on
a commercial four-wheel-drive vehicle to

replace diesel-powered people-carriers in
underground mines, with orders in hand
from goldminers in Western Australia,
South Australia and Queensland.
Mines can run to 2km deep, where
conditions are hot and salty. Toyota
LandCruisers are the staple ride in
underground mines, says Safescape
software integration engineer Brendan
Jones, but after three years they are
typically rusted out. An electric vehicle will
be far cleaner, safer and longer-lasting.
Safescape’s Bortana EV is built on a
chassis sourced from Brazil, with stories of
the galvanised body lasting 10 years in
mines overseas.
“It’s not only going to benefit miners by
being a cleaner vehicle, it will also last
longer,” Jones tells EcoGeneration.
The electric drivetrain and batteries –
two 26kWh BladeVolt units made by NSW
company 3ME Technology – are added to
the rolling gear in Australia. There is only
one Bortana EV in circulation so far, a
phototype driven for the past two years on a
mine site and around Perth. “It’s had a fair
bit of use,” Jones says. Six of the first 10
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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EVs underground
and unplugged

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

“beta” production units have already been
sold by the Bendigo-based firm, which also
specialises in emergency rescue solutions
for underground workers.
The first vehicles will be sent to their
owners with 1,000-volt chargers and Jones
expects the bright yellow EVs will work 24
hours a day, shuffling shift workers up and
down steep gradients.
The company modelled usage patterns for
the Bortana EV in consultation with
MathWorks and found drivers will be able to
set off at ground level with a half-charge,
then top up on the decent thanks to the
wonders of regenerative braking. A quick
top-up on the charger after doing some
work down below will be more than enough
to get back to the surface. There’s no
guarantee the owners will charge using
clean energy, but gravity – which powers
regenerative braking – is the same thing.

The Bortana EV will rely on the
1,000-volt standard used in mines.

HOW BIG CAN AN EV GET?
Converting the monstrous tip trucks used in
open-cut mines to electric is an engineering
feat well out of reach of today’s technology
(although Andrew Forrest’s Fortescue Future
Industries claims to be testing one). The
24-cyclinder, 100-litre engines in those
enormous beasts drain vast amounts of
diesel, but hybrids are being developed where
electric motors can help pull things along.
“Those trucks carry a lot of weight and
consume a lot of energy; you would need to
install a huge amount of batteries on those
trucks and the electricity would be
consumed quite quickly,” Marouani says.
The risk for miners would be to have a truck
run out of charge. “You can bring a diesel
jerrycan, but you can’t bring a charger.”
Time is money at Australia’s mines, but
Marouani is confident EV solutions will on
day evolve to that scale.
Back on the city streets, Lumen Freedom

Safescape is working on its first run of
orders, all destined for goldmines.
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The electromagnetic wizardry in Lumen’s charge pad.

general manager Rod Wilson expects the
bowser-style charging gear that’s started to
pop up here and there will quite quickly give
way to wireless charging systems, which
can lie on garage floors in the form of base
pads or be buried in public areas – out of
sight, out of mind. Lumen Freedom’s
wireless electric vehicle charging system
transfers power across an air gap using
induction, similar to a loosely coupled
transformer with an air gap.
It achieves that is by stepping up the
frequency, modulating it around 85kH, and
upping the voltage. A coil in the base pad
creates an electromagnetic field, which is
received by a pad in the vehicle. “Passing an

alternating electromagnetic field over a coil
generates electricity,” says Lumen Freedom
software team lead Radek Pesina.
The wireless solution can also be used on
the move, with a “semi-dynamic”
application suitable for taxi rank-style
queuing and a “dynamic” model seeing the
possibility of charging at 100km/h, says
Wilson, with 92% efficiency making it “the
same as plug-in”.
The charger has already been
incorporated into McLaren’s petrol-electric
hybrid Speedtail Hyper-GT supercar, but
Wilson reckons that’s only the start. “The
major manufacturers around the world are
all into wireless charging. Eventually it will
take over; it just makes sense.”
Wilson expects frequent “snack charging”
will lead to carmakers releasing models
with smaller batteries.

HANDS OFF THE WHEEL
Looking beyond privately-owned vehicles,
the possibilities for autonomous vehicles are
“huge”, Marouani says. MathWorks has
developed tools for automated driving where
output from different types of sensors –
cameras, lidar (a laser radar), radar and
proximity sensors – is fused to present “the
best and most accurate picture of the world”.
During a snowstorm, for example,
cameras might not pick out a pedestrian in a
white coat. But if that information is
combined with lidar a car can make
decisions based on a more accurate
depiction of the world. “And if you combine
that with AI, machine learning and deep
learning, you really have cars that drive
better than humans can drive them.”
All the major manufacturers are
researching automated driving, he says,
even though the media would have you
think it’s a solo journey for Tesla.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

ENERGY TRANSITION

Open energy data can
promote sustainability
savings and financial viability of an
investment in solar power, for instance.
Organisations can also use open data and
the IoT to track their own sustainability
efforts, using open data to provide their
customers with the best service – proactive
maintenance, proactive service, perhaps
recommending energy-saving changes to
their customers.
A critical part of the open data movement
is the analytics associated with finding
insights and answers about our energy use.

To take sustainability targets seriously governments and businesses
must access and understand the reams of data that are often freely
available to them, writes Paul Leahy.

O

pen data is critical to climate change
mitigation and achieving greater
sustainability globally. From an
energy standpoint, open data might include
data sets such as those captured via smart
meters to show everything from household
energy use to spatial and renewable energy
data. Open energy data, available to all, can
be analysed and used in ways that help
significantly reduce energy consumption at
both an enterprise and consumer level.
Open data is just as it sounds: data sets
collected by agencies that are made freely
available to anyone who wants to use them.
The Australian government has its own
efforts available at data.gov.au. The website
is a repository for different types of data
from all levels of government.
The possibilities that this data resource
opens up are vast, with information
available about what’s happening in the
local environment, all made available in a
format that is easily digestible by data
analytics software.
Meanwhile, the Australian government’s
consumer data right initiatives that will
be applied to the energy sector are a good
start to help businesses and consumers
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make better choices regarding their energy
consumption, further enhancing the
nation’s sustainability efforts. But more can
be done.
Governments can use open data in
developing policies designed to ensure better
energy and environmental regulation. The
potential for data collection is enormous. It’s
not just restricted to satellite data but also
advanced “internet of things” sensors.

BENEFITS OF OPEN DATA
IoT devices can capture just about any
sort of data. Want to know how much
sunlight fell on a particular field over a
certain period of time? An IoT sensor can
tell you. This latest sensor technology
offers real-time reporting of
environmental data. And that data can be
used to create open databases available for
anyone to use and assess.
Using open energy data, consumers will
be able to access apps that can instantly
determine the best energy plans for their
specific use and allow them to switch
providers easily.
These same apps could also inform
consumers about the potential energy

Analytics can develop insights into what
has happened and why. But more
importantly, it can also provide insights
into what will happen, when it will happen,
and what are the contributing factors for
that particular outcome.
Businesses and governments need to use
open data, and analytics, to create new
models around sustainability. That’s
because the environment has been treated
as an externality – that is, something to be
used (and abused) but which wasn’t factored
into calculations about the bottom line.
With the shift towards sustainability,
more companies are taking environmental
inputs and outcomes into their ledger books
and calculating profit based on their
environmental performance. These
calculations are all powered by data and the
insights from advanced analytics.
Without data and analytics we’re going to
repeat the environmental mistakes of the
past. By using open data sets we can map a
future where businesses, governments and
the environment are moving forward for the
betterment of our Earth.

Paul Leahy
is country
manager
Australia and
New Zealand for
software
company Qlik.
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IMPORTANCE OF ANALYTICS

Info and demo request at
sales@solarcleano.com

F1

T1
M1

SolarCleano
F1, M1 and
Transporter T1

1 robot
1 person
up to 10,000 m2
1 day
Fastest robot on the market 1,000 sqm/h

Innovative
Solar Cleaning
Solution Provider

Developed by cleaners for cleaners
Robust, safe, efficient
For all panel installations and window cleaning
Light-weight and fully modular
Battery-powered and remote-controlled
Multiple accessories for all configurations

SolarCleano s.à.r.l
43-45 ZA Op Zaemer
4959 Bascharage, Luxembourg
T: +352 28 80 69
www.solarcleano.com

Proven services
Follow us
solarcleano

SOFTWARE

Any interval, any DER,
any tariff design

T

he energy billing process should be
simple. Generators sell energy, then
retailers buy it and sell it on to
consumers, who are charged for what their
meters show they’ve used. How can anyone
complain about something nice and oldfashioned like that?
It’s fine to be nostalgic, but the energy
system has evolved so far and so fast that
yesterday’s billing systems might be holding
up tomorrow’s way-more-efficient solutions.
“As this world of distributed energy
resources [DER] becomes bigger and more
complex … the retailers just won’t be able to
keep up,” says Flux Federation chief client
officer Jessica Venning-Bryan. “Unless
there’s an investment in software.”
Venning-Bryan says the energy retail
sector is hampered by billing systems that
can’t adapt to the new generating and
storage hardware, ways of transacting and
commercial relationships that have sprung
up around DER. It’s a serious problem,
because consumers are slowly becoming
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aware of the possibilities of customising
their energy use to the most economic
supply options, or the other way around.
Retailers who can easily offer best-fit
solutions to their customers will have the
upper hand.
“We have a saying: you can’t sell what you
can’t bill,” she tells EcoGeneration.
Flux’s software-as-a-service product
FlexiBill has seen a lift in customer numbers
and a 24% boost in sales of renewables for
New Zealand utility Meridian (which owns
Flux and is FlexiBill’s first customer).

FIVE-MINUTE FLEXIBILITY
The opportunities for retailers to do
something interesting with billing are
multiplying as more flexible tariffs are
enabled by the introduction of five-minute
settlement and the growing demand
response market.
By quickly customising offers that reward
a battery-charging regime that supports the
grid, say, retailers can take part in the

“sustainability opportunity”. The way
Venning-Bryan tells it, the cloud-based
FlexiBill software can manage data at any
interval, from any device – metered or nonmetered – and can accommodate any type of
tariff design, with participants including
generators, retailers, distributors and
consumers. “Anybody participating in the
system can do any of those things at any
degree of granularity from any device.”
Venning-Bryan claims FlexiBill, which
has earned the ISO 27001 certification for
security, allows for custom tariffs to be
designed and deployed in less than five
minutes. “That makes it a live product.”
At the retail end, she says FlexiBill also
allows for quick design and testing of new
product ideas. “That experimentation is
what we believe is good for retailers but also
good for the market.”

CHANGED CONDITIONS AHEAD
If retailers want to appeal to customers who
are becoming conscious of how their energy
is sourced, they had better start imagining
new ways of proving themselves. If they stay
stuck in the mud, consumers will be quickly
tempted by new entrants who are happy to
be flexible.
“We’re starting to see it. We’ve got the
likes of Google, Amazon and Apple all
starting to play in the energy tech space,”
Venning-Bryan says. “If existing retailers
don’t make some changes and figure out
how they are going to participate in this
new economy arising out of mass uptake of
DER, they will just be displaced.”
As retailers adapt to the here-and-now
they are tempted, she says, “to retrofit some
functionality into the software they were
already using or, worst case, start a new
spreadsheet that three people handle every
billing cycle to try to make the new
technology work in some way, through
their retail model.”
Retailers should get with the times,
she reckons.
“When a system is very self-sufficient it’s
fine, but when a retailer has to participate in
the commercial relationship in some way it’s
incredibly inefficient and error-prone.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A software billing service hopes to engage energy retailers who want
to entice customers with dynamic, flexible offerings.

STORAGE

Research shows that if energy
professionals and customers agree
on what they expect a community
battery to do, engineers can write
performance algorithms to suit
those objectives.

Western Power moved
early on shared storage.

Obey your master … how
algorithms can steer a
neighbourhood battery
C
they are plonked in the middle of.
“How an electric vehicle or a battery
operates in your home, these things are
governed by algorithms coded up by
humans,” says ANU battery storage and grid
integration research leader Dr Bjorn
Sturmberg. “They are not governed by the
physics of spinning machines, which is
traditionally what we have built our energy
system around.”
Let’s face it, the choices imbedded in

Customer
savings

Self
sufficiency
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Battery-profit
Communal-savings
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Battery
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Carbon
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Simplicity

Five of the six algorithms scored well for carbon reduction, probably because a battery would charge with solar.
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algorithms are “relatively arbitrary”,
Sturmberg says. Designers may want to test
the constraints of a technology while
maximising revenue (or minimising cost),
but their decisions will be biased. Because
they are human, of course, those biases will
be obscure to them. That’s just how we are.

SYSTEMIC CONCERNS
The researchers shared three systemic
concerns about how algorithms are
deployed: bias of considerations towards
the easily quantifiable; inhibition of
explainability, and; the undermining of
trust and inclusion, as well as energy users’
autonomy and control.
To demonstrate the consequence of those
concerns, the team first had to write some
algorithms itself – and run the risk of
pursuing team-members’ own biases. To
minimise the chance of that, they sought
opinions among the energy sector and
consumers in separate rounds of deep
qualitative research, where respondents had
their say about how they thought a
neighbourhood-scale battery should behave,
why it should behave that way and who it
should serve.
“We wanted to know who they might
benefit, who might be left out and what
values they encode,” says Sturmberg, who
co-authored the paper with Hedda Ransanwww.ecogeneration.com.au
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an you trust a battery to make the
best decisions about when to charge
and discharge? It depends who owns
it, for a start, but most of all it depends who
wrote the code that is its book of commands.
As community batteries are deployed to
manage solar exports and calm grid
disturbances, researchers at the Australian
National University wanted to understand
the degree to which these assets can be bent
to serve their owners or the communities

STORAGE

“Consumers like trust
and transparency ... but
they are often ignored.”

Energy Professionals

Efficiency of scale drives
down battery costs

Dr Bjorn Sturmberg, ANU

More reliable control than
residential batteries

Cooper, Marnie Shaw and Lachlan
Blackhall, all from the ANU.
With the hopes and expectations of the
two groups noted, it was time to code up six
algorithms that satisfied a set of five
objectives (acknowledging, of course, that
an algorithm cannot satisfy everyone).
The six algorithms targeted: battery
profit; communal savings; carbon savings
(where grid power is graded on levels of
renewables); co-optimised (maximise
battery revenue while minimising the
neighbourhood’s carbon emissions); selfsufficiency (use as much locally-produced
solar as possible), and; “timer” (the battery
charges from 6am to 6pm and discharges for
the next 12 hours – wonderfully simple).

Image: Ausgrid

US AND THEM
The “timer” model was like a cat among the
pigeons for the energy professionals,
Sturmberg tells EcoGeneration. “Even
though it goes against so much of what
appeals to the economic rationality of
energy professionals, a lot of our social
research found [consumers] like
transparency and trust, things that are
valued by citizens but are often ignored.”
Translating qualitative results – opinions,
essentially – into quantitative code was
something to grapple with, he says. “We
don’t claim to have all the answers in this
paper; we’re trying to alert the energy
sector to the fact that maybe there is more
to what people care about than just money.”
Pulling against this egalitarian ideal is a
theme heard in the research sessions that
locals should benefit from a neighbourhood
battery. “There’s an inherent contradiction
that you can achieve equity within that local
community but not necessarily guarantee
equity between local regions,” he says. A
follow-up paper aims to explore the design
of tariffs such that networks, solar-owning
and non-solar-owning customers are all
satisfied to varying degrees.
The algorithms were applied to a
scenario where a 500kW/1MWh battery is
installed within a neighbourhood of 100
households with 6kW of solar each, all
connected to the grid.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The qualitative research found that energy providers and consumers want many of the same things.

FAIR OR SQUARE
The purpose of research is not always to
make firm recommendations, but the ANU
paper includes a spider and radar chart
(shown here) that plots the six algorithms
against five objectives: customer savings,
battery revenue, simplicity, carbon
reductions and self-sufficiency.
Of the five, it is the target of carbon
reductions that appears to have been
satisfied by most of the algorithms.
That’s maybe not be surprising, as
prioritising clean grid energy and solar selfsufficiency should logically lead to
communal savings and battery profit
(thanks to surplus solar energy).
“Citizens’ primary benefits and risk
were decarbonisation, local independence
and simplicity. Of our six algorithms, none
is best across all domains, demanding
that trade-offs must be made,” the
researchers wrote.

The citizen and energy professional groups
both recognised that a wayward algorithm
would only increase inequality, but how can
consumers trust a load of code drawn up by
engineers? Sturmberg hopes the research
encourages providers to communicate clearly
and perhaps favour simplicity in their
decisions. The timer and self-sufficiency
models are easy to explain, he points out. It
could be a case that a jury of non-experts is
recruited to have their say on algorithm
designs, “to represent the common good”.
Consumers might say they don’t trust
energy providers, and sometimes it’s hard to
know if owners of solar are happy with their
lot or not, but the ANU paper, Applying
Responsible Algorithm Design to
Neighbourhood-Scale Batteries in Australia,
should light up some minds in the energy
industry. It shows there are many shared
concerns. The demand and supply side are
starting to understand each other.

Ausgrid is trialling
community storage in NSW.
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Roads near the site were
closed due to toxic smoke.

Risk of fire in a lithium-ion battery can begin at the molecular level
within a single cell. About 800MW of new battery storage is under
construction around the country and gigawatts more are planned, but
batteries that are 100% risk-free have yet to be invented.

A

s engineers and investors place
their hope in enormous
batteries to calm the entrance
of more renewable energy into
the grid, news photos of
Australia’s latest Tesla “big battery” gushing
flames only days after testing began in late
July will have brought on instant nausea.
At least two Megapack units at the
300MW project were damaged in the blaze
at Neoen’s Victorian Big Battery at
Moorabool, near Geelong, with roads closed
due to toxic smoke.
With the National Electricity Market
effectively on the drawing board as the
states and the Australian Energy Market
Operator slowly work towards the best
combination of new transmission and
generation that will deliver a clean and
stable grid, a flare up like the one at
Moorabool will fuel the doubters who make
the energy transition such hard work.

LOOKING FOR A SPARK

The tiny
triggers that
can send
lithium-ion
batteries up
in flames
www.ecogeneration.com.au

It’s not yet known how the fire started, but
any time is a good time to understand more
about risks in lithium-ion storage technology.
Lithium-ion batteries contain materials
that are inherently flammable, says
Australian National University associate
professor Alexey Glushenkov.
Liquid electrolytes, the medium
through which lithium ions travel during
battery operation, are flammable, and
graphite used inside batteries will also
burn at high temperatures, as will plastic
used in insulation.
“There are quite a few flammable bits inside
batteries,” Glushenkov tells EcoGeneration.
One of the unintended ways energy can be
released from a battery is via what

Glushenkov calls “chemical means”, or fire.
When fire happens, it occurs initially at an
individual cell level. A containerised battery
solution may contain thousands of cells, and
the remote chance of cell failure – no matter
how small – is multiplied by the number of
cells in a unit.
Understanding that the failure of a single
cell might endanger a battery that houses
many thousands of cells, manufacturers
dedicate a chunk of R&D to making sure
ideal operating conditions are not violated.
It is not good for cells to overheat and it is
also not good for them to be overcharged,
or exceed the voltage they were designed
to tolerate.
If operating conditions veer off course
gases can build up inside cells (known as
“gas evolution”). Hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide and
hydrocarbons including methane and
propane can be produced. Depending on
the chemistry used in the cell, some of
these gases can be flammable.
A cell that is heating up and swollen by a
build-up of gas can open, allowing oxygen to
fuel fire inside.
Cells are rated to be charged within a
voltage range. To exceed voltage by
overcharging is to invite trouble.
Battery management systems should stop
this happening, unless something goes
wrong. Overcharging may cause
overheating, unexpected chemical reactions
and gas evolution.

INSIDE A BATTERY’S BRAIN
When something goes wrong in a battery,
clues may be found in its brain – the
software that tells it what to do. Battery
management systems control the charge and
October 2021 ecogeneration
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discharge of cells, modules of cells and
packs of modules, so that these large storage
assets can be controlled at different levels.
A battery management system (BMS) is
like a doctor. It monitors what’s going on in
real-time, collecting data on temperature,
pressure, voltage, current and other
variables. Some of this information can be
converted by the battery’s brain into
coulombs, a unit of electric charge, for
example, to calculate the state of charge or
impedance (a leading indicator of ageing) in
a cell or group of cells.
A battery management system is also like
a policeman, where boundaries are defined
for currents and voltages so that the cells
are never pushed above or below a
predetermined range.
“Battery management systems are very
simple things,” says CSIRO principal
research scientist manufacturing Adam
Best. “We like to break the systems down
into bite-size chunks, so they can be
controlled.”
If overcharging occurs, it may be due to a
fault in the charger at BMS level or there
may be a fault or short circuit within the
BMS. A common cause, however, is tiny
debris that has sneaked in during
manufacturing.
“It’s a massive problem,” Best says. “As a
cell charges and discharges you have to
imagine it is like breathing – as lithium
ions move into it, it is expanding; as lithium
ions are moving out of the other electrode,
it is shrinking.”
This “pumping motion” inside the cell, of
expansion and contraction from one side of
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the electrode to the other, can see foreign
object debris move within a cell and cause a
short circuit.

SHORT CIRCUITS
The most common cause of fire in batteries
is a short circuit, when electrodes are joined
and the battery instantly discharges. This
shouldn’t happen, because the electrodes in
a cell are kept apart by electrolyte and a
membrane separator.
When electrodes are separated, electrons
can only travel outside a battery. For it to
discharge, a battery must be connected to
external circuits.
“A separator doesn’t allow those two
electrodes to touch,” says Glushenkov, who
specialises in battery materials at the
ANU’s Battery Storage and Grid
Integration Program.
A short circuit can be the result of a
manufacturing defect or straight-out bad
design, he says.
The reason it’s not always easy to
determine the cause of a short circuit is that
they can also start at a molecular scale, with

A heat image taken by
Fire Rescue Victoria.

overcharging leading to a build-up of
metallic lithium on the negative electrode
(the anode).
A deposit will grow like a fractal tree,
branching and rebranching. If a deposit
grows to push against and rupture a
separator membrane, it can touch the
positive electrode (the cathode).
“As the process happens again and again
those structures, called dendrites, can
penetrate the separator,” he says. “A short
circuit will result and the battery
discharges instantaneously, causing a lot
of heat to be generated.
“If there is the possibility of explosion,
extreme heat makes it possible.”
The process is reversible, so that a
deposit will dissolve into the electrolyte
on discharge.
Dendrites are not supposed to occur in a
lithium-ion battery naturally, Glushenkov
says. “If it happens, it’s because of some
oversight in the electronics or the safety
measures they deploy.” Researchers around
the world are working on new electrolytes
and different structures of raw materials to
suppress the way dendrites may form.
If a fire starts in one cell within a battery
that contains thousands of them, it is likely
to spread sequentially as neighbouring cells
overheat, deform and start to burn. These
are not conventional conflagrations and fire
brigades will usually work to contain them
rather than extinguish them.

WHAT’S THE PROGNOSIS?
Things happen very quickly inside a battery
and a battery management system that is
crunching numbers can only respond to
what’s already started. If something goes
wrong, it can’t turn back the clock and undo
it. “A BMS is a lagging indicator,” Best tells
EcoGeneration. “If you’re measuring
temperature, for instance, you’re probably
measuring that at the cell terminal or the
cell wall – you don’t know what’s happening
inside the cell.”
It would be a great leap forward for the
industry if battery management systems
could see ahead, if only for a moment.
Prognostics abilities that telegraph the
rising probability of a wayward event are
the hope of developers in the sector, Best
says. “That’s something researchers are very
keen on developing, such that you can see
trouble before it comes.”
The more levels of connection required to
peer into cells, such as optical fibre cables,
mean that the evolution of prognostics
abilities in battery software would be
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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expensive. “More levels of connection
requires greater cost and higher levels of
complexity,” Best says.
It’s hard to imagine today’s battery
technology being more complex, where
electrodes can be separated by as little as 15
microns, or 0.015mm. That’s thinner than a
human hair.
Some companies are attempting to make
separators as thin as 5 microns.
Any reduction in polymers and the
electrolytes required to fi ll them would see
a direct increase in energy density, as
designers produce a smaller battery with
the same clout.
Product designers are also relentless in
their pursuit of thinner wall casings, and in
trialling the use of different metals in the
tabs and thinner current collectors – the
copper and aluminium used to support the
active electrode materials. It’s all in the
name of saving weight.
“The only thing that does the work in a
cell is lithium,” Best says, citing an Argonne
National Laboratories paper that estimated
the lithium in a standard 18650 cell
accounted for about 2% of its weight. “The

Electrodes in
lithium-ion battery
cells can be separated
by as little as 15
microns, or 0.015mm.
That’s thinner than a
human hair.
rest of it is all the stuff around the edges.”
When a lithium-ion battery is charging,
lithium is being inserted into the interstitial
planes between the graphite layers in the
negative electrode (anode).
“When you lithiate graphite you’ve got to
do that in a very controlled instance,” Best
says. “Lithium can only diff use so fast into
those layers.”

THE CHALLENGE WITH LITHIUM
If a lithium-ion battery is instructed to
charge too quickly, lithium can be “plated”

onto the surface of the graphite anode
rather than be inserted into the interstitial
layers. This deposit of lithium metal will
assemble itself in a needle-like form, Best
says, which can puncture a separator and
contact the positive electrode, or cathode.
Bad news … a short circuit.
“Charging in a battery has to be done
really carefully,” Best says, and a BMS is
designed to control voltage and current in a
cell “to exactly stop this from happening”.
The CSIRO is working on hardware and
customised software to incorporate in
Australian battery-maker Energy
Renaissance’s superStorage range of
products, which extends up to 1MWh
modular units. Best and his team are
developing safety features they hope can
detect issues where a failure event might
occur and then command a battery to
“switch the system out” before that failure
becomes catastrophic.
“Ultimately you’d like a cell to go to zero
volts, where it won’t work but there is no fire
or flame or any of those issues,” he says.
“But that’s a challenge of lithium,
unfortunately.”

Can software stop
trouble before it starts?

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Clean
energy
salary
survey

A

s the clean energy industry is pulled
between a federal government that
fails to support it with clear policy
directives and states that are eager to build
vast renewable energy zones, workers in the
sector are reporting varying levels of
satisfaction. Some have not had a pay rise in
four years, while others are managing to do
rather well out of the energy transition.
Sadly, some have reached the conclusion
that although working in renewables in “the
right thing to do”, you can still get paid more
working in oil and gas.
The transition to clean energy is
unstoppable, however, and there is much
more work to be done.
The Bradman Recruitment-EcoGeneration
Renewable Energy Salary Survey 2021,
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conducted over five weeks to the end of
July, has returned a detailed picture of
remuneration levels for clean energy
workers in Australia, following up from the
first survey in 2017.
The invitation to participate in the
anonymous online survey was accepted by
477 people, who provided data to help
develop an understanding on how
Australian employees are compensated.

A TALENTED BUNCH
Over the past few years the clean energy
industry has continued to grow as solar,
wind and storage assets are connected to
the grid. The survey showed there is a heavy
reliance on talent from overseas.
One of the most interesting statistics

revealed by the survey is that more than half
of respondents – 53% – were not born in
Australia, compared with about 30% of
residents (according to the Australian
Bureau of Statistics).
Australia’s borders have been closed for 18
months and are likely to remain closed for
some time, limiting the number of workers
entering this sector at a time when it is
starting to boom. This is likely to put severe
upward pressure on salaries and make it
difficult for new projects to get off the
ground. Conversely, this will also give
people with transferrable skills more
opportunity to enter the renewables market,
especially those professionals from the
fossil fuel sector who wish to leave.
Two-thirds of respondents are located in
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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As the world slowly realises the primary task of the century is to decarbonise electricity generation,
renewables workers will be in hot demand. The Bradman Recruitment-EcoGeneration Renewable Energy
Salary Survey 2021 shows how they fare in Australia. Shuchi Gupta reports.
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NSW (33%) and Victoria (32%), a similar
result to the 2017 survey. The remainder can
be found in Queensland (13%), Western
Australia (7%), South Australia (3%), the
ACT (3%) and Tasmania (3%). About 5% of
respondents said they do not live in
Australia. About 80% of respondents work
in the major metropolitan centres.
The clean energy sector is highly
educated, with four-in-five of those
surveyed holding a tertiary qualification.
Of these, most had a masters or bachelor’s
degree (41% and 33% of respondents
respectively), while 6% had completed a
PhD. About 13% held a technical or
occupational certificate. Only 3% within the
sector had no further education beyond
completing high school.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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As in 2017, solar PV continues to be the
most popular sector among the renewable
energy workers, with more than 60% of
respondents involved with solar in some
capacity. A quarter of those surveyed
associated with working in large-scale solar
PV (over 10MW), a fifth in small-scale PV
(up to 100kW), with 16% in PV sized
between 100kW and 10MW.
Almost a third work in the wind sector
(30%), mostly onshore technology. Other
renewable sectors identified were hydrogen
(8%), hydro (5%), electric vehicles (5%) and
biofuels (4%), with an additional 12%
working with energy efficiency measures.
Energy storage solutions is a growing field
within the industry, with 5% of participants
employed in the space.

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

Almost half of respondents work in
project management, including senior
management (31%) or sales/business
development (16%). A further 12% are
involved in design engineering, 5% in
research roles and 5% in utility scale
development. The remainder are
employed across other job functions, such
as finance, legal, marketing, investment
management and construction and
trades. Most are employed full-time
(around 80%).
The types of organisations that clean
energy employees work for are varied,
with power utility generation,
manufacturer, engineering consulting,
EPC and developer the most common
areas. The result highlights the breadth of
October 2021 ecogeneration
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Skilled solar crews are in
demand all over the country.
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WHAT YOU’RE WORTH
The average annual salary package is
$170,000, up from around $140,000 in 2017.
However, this result may be skewed by large
senior management salary packages, as the
median salary is about $150,000.
Almost half of employees earned between
$100,000 and $200,000, but two-thirds of
those (29%) earn between $100,000 and
$150,000 a year.
A quarter of workers earn between
$200,000 and $350,000.
About 4% – those in senior management
positions – have an annual salary package
of more than $350,000. A few workers – 6%
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skills required for this relatively new
sector in the economy and the versatility
of employees in this space.

20%

of those surveyed – earn between $40,000
and $60,000.
Some employers should take note that
maybe it’s time to offer pay rises.
A staggering 27% of respondents have not
received a pay increase for over three years.
It could be argued that lockdowns due to
covid-19 have stifled economic activity, but
three-quarters of the clean energy industry
have still managed to look after employees,
and 39% seeing small pay rises and 34%
describing increases as “reasonable”.
Pay levels for clean energy workers have
beaten historically low inflation levels. Four
years ago, a third of workers were paid less
than $100,000, whereas today the
proportion is just over a fifth.
The industry also revealed an average
bonus of $50,000, although only roughly

60%

80%

Indifferent
Indifferent

100%

Highly
Highly satisfied
satisfied

half received any bonus at all. When
respondents were asked to rank their level
of satisfaction with their salary on a scale
where 0-4 is highly dissatisfied, 5-7 is
considered indifferent and 8-10 was highly
satisfied, the average satisfaction level was
6.5. More than a third of people are highly
satisfied with their salaries and bonuses,
recording a score of eight or higher.

OPINIONS VARY
Opinion on how renewable energy industry
salaries compare to other sectors is
undecided. Thirty percent of respondents
felt that salaries are comparable to other
sectors, while another 30% say the sector is
under-compensated. Numerous people felt
that salaries are highly variable between
different renewable energy organisations
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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and roles, with one participant
commenting: “There is a large variance
between employers – some seem to not be
willing to pay what people are worth and
lost good employees in the longer term…”
There is the view that agencies such as
recruitment companies can assist in
generalising and standardising salaries
across companies in this industry.
A quarter of respondents were unsure
how the industry compared in the
economy, with one commenting it is hard
to benchmark an engineering job in the
renewables industry against other
engineering jobs due to a lack of
renewables-specific job salary data.

NEW WORK, NEW WORLD
Respondents’ average experience in the
clean energy industry is 9.8 years, with
almost two-thirds indicating less than 10
years’ experience. Only 7% of employees had

About 30% of
respondents work in
the wind sector.

more than 20 years’ experience in the
sector. Half of the respondents have been in
the workforce for 20 years or more, with an
average 21.6 years’ experience. This is
reflective of how the clean energy industry
has grown in the past 10-15 years in
Australia; not only are career starters (such

as graduates) choosing to study and work
in this space but experienced
professionals are also entering it.
One project manager in the power
utility generation sector remarked that
“[the] industry has very little skilled
labour [and we] need to consider
attracting better candidates from
other industries”.
Several commentors felt that given the
benefits the clean energy sector provides
to society that “renewables should be
given high consideration in development
and salaries”. Moreover, many believe
that “below-industry-average salaries”
will soon change because “the next
decade will hold enormous opportunity” for
the clean energy market, as “the sector is
only going to grow”.
Compiled by Bradman Recruitment and GHD
sustainability engineer Shuchi Gupta.

THE LAST WORD
Leave a comment? Why not! Survey respondents had plenty to say about topics other than salary levels in the industry
that bother them. Here are a few of the most interesting ones.
“[The renewables sector] may be seen as
a bit like zookeeping. Those who do it love
it and are willing to give a little in pay to
do what they enjoy and contribute
through work for the betterment of
society and the planet as a whole.”
“There’s definitely some gender bias in
salaries. Men still tend to get paid more.”
“There are significant gaps between
developer, OEM and construction wages
for people with the same roles.”
“The value of what we propose and sell
has better ramifications for business than
credit is given.”

Image supplied

“The businesses I have worked for have
been in the small category and the
salaries are poor relative to other
businesses. One business was an
international solar product wholesaler/
distributor and most of the staff were
low-paid warehouse staff. The small
engineering team was an initiative of the
local GM. He felt he could not pay the
engineers much more than the
warehouse staff, so everyone received
relatively low pay.”
“Salespeople are probably making more
money than the engineers developing
these projects.”
“Salary levels cannot change until we can
raise the prices of systems. Sadly, we are

www.ecogeneration.com.au

dictated by the entry-level pricing. It’s
appalling that our industry has ended up
this way. The bottom-feeders need to be
eradicated so we can receive fair
payments.”
“The renewable energy industry is behind
in so many ways, from wages to safety. It
lacks the professionalism I’ve seen in oil
and gas.”
“The industry needs to improve when it
comes to bonuses and long-term
incentive schemes.”
“Salaries have grown and are now
comparable to other major industries, but
investment in new renewable energy
projects is still relatively small. Therefore,
job opportunities are limited.”
“Renewables and ESG must include
human rights and modern slavery. Solar
sales is one thing, but ESG as a whole
profession is another; one needs to be
slippery, one needs to be qualified.
“Compared to thermal power, renewables
pay is higher. But compared to mining or
oil and gas I don’t think it’s as
competitive.”
“The salaries in the oil and gas sector are
higher than renewables.”
“In most aspects of renewable energy the
people seem to be of very high calibre.
Many need to be across many different

fields (construction, regulatory, political,
financial) all at once to be successful.
There seem to be ample rewards for
people with many strings to their bow.”
“If you pay peanuts, you get monkeys.
There are a lot of unskilled people
entering the industry, which is driving
rates down. When that happens, skilled
people aren’t interested in moving into
the industry, leading to low quality and a
rise in accidents.”
“It’s important for developers and OEMs
in Australia to build their own technical
teams and invest in their compensation
and training.”
“As the industry grows and organisations
grow and require more peripheral roles,
they will need to be better defined as the
skills (particularly knowledge of the NEL)
will likely push up salaries for similar
roles in other industries.”
“The salaries are high compared to the
level of competency in the sector. To
earn a comparable salary in the
traditional power industry would require
much more core knowledge, training and
experience. Young people coming into
the industry are demanding high salaries
not realising that their salary has to be
paid for somehow — and that is driving
up the cost of projects as well as
increasing the number of silly mistakes/
decisions being made.”
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The end of
the beginning
The Energy Security Board’s Physical
Retailer Reliability Obligation and the
long road to tomorrow’s grid.

Although not much is known so far about the
Energy Security Board’s Physical Retailer Reliability
Obligation — where coal and gas plants may be paid to
stay online — it’s obvious that dispatchable generation’s
role as a complement to renewables will become
increasingly important over the next two decades.
EcoGeneration asked a selection of leading energy
consultants for their views on how the two may co-exist
as the grid is decarbonised.

Katie Barnett

Dominic Mendonca

John O’Brien

Sandy Starkey

Sally Torgoman

Environmental
transactions and
advisory partner, PwC

Energy transition
services Australia-New
Zealand lead, Accenture

Energy transition and
decarbonisation partner,
Deloitte Australia

Energy market analyst
modeller, Cornwall
Insight Australia

Senior energy expert
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THE PANEL:

ENERGY TRANSITION

‘Harnessing distributed
batteries, many in
vehicles, into virtual
power plants and
having demand
response as standard
part of every grid
connection will allow
massive flexibility.’
John O’Brien

Image: Black Salmon/Shutterstock.com

JOHN O’BRIEN,
energy transition and decarbonisation
partner, Deloitte Australia
The easy bit of energy transition is coming
to an end. As a country we’ve done really
well, partly thanks to generous subsidies,
getting solar on our sunny rooftops and
starting to replace the large-scale
generation fleet with lower emissions
alternatives that happen to now be also
cheaper. We’ve managed to get a few goodsized batteries built and have chatted lots
about pumped hydro projects.
As the market economics continues to
bite, we are likely to see the coal-fired
generators become uneconomic and,
www.ecogeneration.com.au

unless they are paid heavily for capacity
services, they will drop out of the market
many years before the end of their design
lives. This is going to challenge the grid
design as the electron flows change
direction across the network and through
the day. So, we have reached the end of the
beginning of transition.
The next stage is going to be much harder
and require the development of more
integrative solutions that are more than just
technical. To be successful in getting to 90%
renewables will require a very different
energy market. It is really important to not
get distracted by the challenges of the last
5-10% as that can be a cause of delay in

getting underway. We’ll need to further
adapt the plans as we go but continuing
progress is critical if we are going to get
close to the global expectations on
emissions targets. It is also important to not
get distracted by current Australian
emissions targets as they will inevitably
change over time.
Dispatchable generation will be a critical
part of the solution so that we can ensure
security of supply when we have a windless
night. Gas and large-scale hydro have been
the historical non-coal solutions for this but
the options going forward are expanding.
Pumped hydro is going to take a long time to
get approvals and build but will be part of
the final solution. Big lithium batteries also
provide a part solution and are best suited to
providing the relatively short-term grid
services. More interestingly, work we have
been delivering on commercial modelling
and policy design around enabling digital
energy solutions is likely to be the glue that
sticks it all together.
Harnessing distributed batteries, many in
vehicles, into virtual power plants and
having demand response as standard part of
every grid connection will allow massive
flexibility and a grid that is more resilient,
more secure and cheaper to operate than
anything we have had before. The future
grid will look very different to the one built
a hundred years ago and will be as focused
on data as it is on electrons, and will be one
in which disruptors may flourish,
incumbents may struggle and in which
business models will be very different. And
that’s all before we consider the detail of
decarbonising 90% of energy provided by
gas and liquid fuels!
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‘Natural gas-powered generation must embrace
the opportunity that digital offers to improve
efficiency in maintenance and optimise trading,
particularly as new capacity and day-ahead
markets are introduced.’
Dominic Mendonca

As Australia transitions towards a clean
energy future, an increasing portion of
electricity will be supplied by intermittent
sources of renewable energy, requiring
dispatchable sources, storage and
dispatchable sinks (that is, demand) to
stabilise the grid. These dispatchable
sources will move from being the
main sources of supply to playing a vital
supporting role. To effectively support
balancing the grid alongside aiding the
energy transition at large for the next
decade, dispatchable generation must
undergo a critical transition of their own.
Firstly, dispatchable generation should
adopt a digitally enabled, data-driven
operating model. Fossil fuel dispatchable
sources such as gas will serve as capacity
that can be rarely called upon, which causes
challenges in maintenance and reliability.

KATIE BARNETT,
environmental transactions and
advisory partner, PwC
After some elements of the Energy Security
Board’s report were leaked from discussions
with federal and state energy ministers
there has been a lot of media commentary
on limited detail. To a certain extent, debate
is bifurcating into “thermal vs renewables”,
with formal and informal advocacy groups
forming around these positions.
There is legitimate concern from some
commentators that the ESB is yet to make
an evidence-based case for the need for
further physical reliability/capacity
measures and consequential increases in
power prices for consumers.
The above aside, what is clear is that we
need more detail to consider the ultimate
purpose and likely outcomes of the ESB’s
proposed capacity mechanism – details on
how long it will last, how “dispatchable” is
defined and how the mechanism will (and
should) create incentives for new investment
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Natural gas-powered generation must
therefore embrace the opportunity that
digital offers to improve efficiency in
maintenance and optimise trading,
particularly as new capacity and day-ahead
markets are introduced.

The market needs more detail on
the ESB’s preferred duration for storage.

‘If cleverly designed, it can support investment in
new flexible, low-carbon firming technologies and
smooth the exit of coal and gas.’
Katie Barnett
in “dispatchable” generation to replace the
ageing thermal fleet in an orderly way. If
cleverly designed, it can support investment in
new flexible, low-carbon firming technologies
and smooth the exit of coal and gas.
Yes, high-carbon, ageing thermal fleet
will continue to play a transitional role over
the next decade, however it is no longer a
question of if it will be replaced on the
supply cost curve, it is a question of when –
and, therefore, what new firming supply will
replace it. For instance, if the definition of
dispatchable is categorised into one-hour,
two-hour, four-hour (etc) stops, providing
investment signals for increasingly longerduration (chemical) batteries, this will drive
incentives for flexible, low-carbon firming

technology. If, however, dispatchable is
defined as eight hours or even 24 hours, in
the near term this will only support less
flexible and ageing thermal fleet and hydro/
pumped hydro. Further, if dispatchable is
defined in terms of carbon intensity, this
will provide investment signals for hydro/
pumped hydro and (chemical) batteries.
Where the ESB’s rumoured capacity
mechanism is implemented (the need and
pricing outcomes being questionable), the
detailed design of the scheme and definition
of dispatchable will be key for the
mechanism to provide investment signals
for new flexible, low-carbon generation and
storage to continue to replace thermal fleet
and deliver the renewable energy transition.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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DOMINIC MENDONCA,
energy transition services AustraliaNew Zealand lead, Accenture

Hydro generation and batteries will play
an increasing role in the market,
particularly in frequency control and
ancillary services, and particularly when
five-minute settlement is introduced.
Managing the volume of data and being
able to optimise trading with automated
algorithms will be important in extracting
the most value out of these new
opportunities.
Secondly, as we transition to net zero,
fossil fuel generation will need to convert to
a zero-emissions fuel. Conversion to
hydrogen represents a potential opportunity
to continue operating in the long-term and
should be investigated for feasibility.

ENERGY TRANSITION

‘We need more variable wind and solar to
replace our decommissioning coal plants
— and given the nature of those resources
we need transmission urgently to enable
those projects.’
Sally Torgoman

SALLY TORGOMAN,
senior energy expert
Whilst little is known about the
PRRO, and whilst it may be of
assistance to some firming assets
such as pumped hydro and battery
storage, it isn’t solving the elephant
in the room. We need more variable
wind and solar to replace our
decommissioning coal plants – and
given the nature of those resources
we need transmission urgently to
enable those projects.
We must focus on the material
issues that are preventing
investments of those first. Lastly, it
goes without saying that any
capacity obligations on retailers will
be born directly by customers. It
makes one wonder if it’s the right
solution to the right problem.
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SANDY STARKEY,
energy market analyst modeller,
Cornwall Insight Australia
The ESB’s consideration to resource
adequacy and reliability of energy in the
presence of ageing thermal generator
retirement has attracted significant
primarily negative attention. The ESB has
proposed a physical retail reliability
obligation will provide a new revenue
stream to generators in the form of capacity
payments. Electricity retailers will have to
pay generators for being available to
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Dispatchable generation is needed to
complement renewables, but what type?

‘As the recent wind drought in June 2021 in
Victoria has demonstrated, the need for longterm deep or dispatchable storage is of vital
importance to the NEM as thermal plant retire.’
Sandy Starkey
generate energy in peak demand periods,
but not for actually generating electricity.
There is still significant work to be done
in the design of a Physical RRO if it is to be
considered for implementation. Other than
state ministers wanting more assurance that
there will not be reliability gaps, it is unclear
what benefit an enhanced RRO seeks to
deliver. The argument that it improves
investment signals is contentious as the
contracting window for derivative products
is typically three years ahead. Beyond that
point there is uncertainty in outcomes.
There could also be a risk that customers
end up paying for capacity that is not
required depending on the penalties for
non-compliance and the relative risk
profiles of individual businesses. For those
without dispatchable resources this would

add an additional cost. As the recent wind
drought in June 2021 in Victoria has
demonstrated, the need for long-term deep
or dispatchable storage is of vital
importance to the NEM as thermal plant
retire. It is not obvious without further
details that this would be the right policy to
encourage such investments, which would
typically require a longer lead time than
such contracts would cover.
Similarly, if the intention is to provide
more transparency and certainty to the
ageing fleet of coal plant to enable a planned
and practical exit strategy from the market,
then further details on the policy would be
required. This is necessary to ensure that
the PRRO will occur without unnecessarily
prolonging the length of time coal plant stay
in the market.
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The unique challenges of
connecting Australia’s
renewable energy grid
The complex make-up of our energy grid is holding
back its full potential, writes Mark Andrews. Only an
earnest approach to risk mitigation and testing will
ensure success of a new, clean NEM.

Mark Andrews
is vice-president
grid and power
systems at
engineering and
technical
consultancy
Vysus Group.
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connection breakdown anywhere can have a
sizeable impact thousands of kilometres
away. With a government priority being to
increase renewable take up, and land
acquisition no longer the critical bottleneck,
conversations have turned more towards
the capability of the grid.

PRIMARY FUNCTION
A connected grid must produce energy as its
primary function, as well as deliver power
at the right voltage and frequency at a local
level, usually around 50Hz. It can be a
lengthy, complicated process to identify a
transmission line that new generation can
be connected to, especially with all the
different interacting inputs now joining the
mix from renewable sources. There is the
added risk that these will become too much
for the protection systems currently in place
to prevent equipment damage – it was
mis-specified protection systems that
contributed to the infamous 2016 blackout
in South Australia.
At the time of the South Australia blackout,
wind power was blamed for the outage.
Though it was a rare event that even the most
thorough simulations were unlikely to have
predicted, the issues of our relatively sparse
transmission grid had been laid clear for the
world to see.
Since then, we have witnessed a surge in
the demand for rooftop solar and a
commitment from the Australian Energy
Market Operator (AEMO) to have a grid
capable of managing instances of 100%

instantaneous penetration of wind and solar
generation by 2025.
Let’s take that second point for a moment.
An entire country’s grid powered by
renewable energy in fewer than four years.
It’s hard to imagine that such a feat would
be possible, but it is … if some critical steps
are addressed first.
At Vysus Group we have repeatedly seen
the consequences of errors being made at
important steps in the initial planning and
development stage, causing delays, financial
issues and strained relations with investors.
Interestingly, however, our weak energy
grid has resulted in Australia having some of
the most stringent connection regulations in
the world. A whole raft of potential impacts
pertaining to safety and performance are
analysed closely at an early stage, yet issues
still arise. In fact, many of our clients come to
us to resolve issues which may have been
prevented with closer insight.

REALISTIC SCENARIOS
To take a renewable energy project from
conception through to construction can be a
lengthy procedure. Even at an early stage
there is a lot of work going into computer
modelling and simulations, the results of
which determine whether a project can
advance. These involve subjecting the
simulation to different energy inputs and
disturbances and creating as many realistic
scenarios that the grid could encounter
based on all current and planned renewable
energy sources generating at once.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A

ustralia is in transition. The ways
we draw our power have changed so
vastly in a relatively short time that
our grid infrastructure is being stretched.
The traditional model, where we draw the
majority of our energy from fossil fuels and
natural gas, is evolving. Solar, wind, waves
and even hydrogen now make up the
energy mix.
While a proactive approach is the right
way forward in reducing emissions and
ultimately decarbonisation, the fact remains
parts of the grid are not yet ready for a mass
scale-up to accommodate a large proportion
of renewable energy.
As a visual representation, when
compared to the maze-like layout of
countries such as the US and UK, Australia’s
electricity grid is akin to one single thread,
connecting the northernmost tip of
Queensland around the coast through NSW
and Victoria to South Australia and
Tasmania, with a few branches reaching out
along the way.
The result of this layout is that a serious

ENERGY TRANSITION

Using these models and simulations is
key for getting a holistic overview. By
demonstrating robustness to disturbances at
all points on the grid, the simulations
unearth solutions that will ultimately
improve efficiency and return on
investment. And because this happens
before spades touch the ground, the scope is
there to rectify any complications not
previously considered in preliminary
consultations. There is already a sizeable
backlog of solar projects caused, in part, by
this very reason.
To give an example, the Limondale Solar
Farm project in West Murray, a notoriously
weak part of Australia’s grid, underwent a
series of grid-connection studies to support
its registration in 2020. Without these, the
project would have fallen victim to
compliance regulations and costly delays
would have been inevitable.
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CHALLENGES IN WEAK GRIDS
Perhaps one of the main lessons to take from
Limondale, and similar large-solar farms
gaining consent on an increasingly frequent
basis, is that developers need to be made
more aware of, and understand better, the
challenges of renewable energy technology
in weak grids. Only then will the full
potential of what the project can safely and
consistently deliver become clearer.
Because our grid was constructed with
fossil fuel energy in mind it is not always
possible to simply connect and go. There are
plenty of other factors to resolve, some
www.ecogeneration.com.au

We are up against challenges that many
other countries are not having to address
(yet), especially around stability.
possibly not even within 100km of the site.
Limited synchronous generation, which
AEMO head Daniel Westerman likened to
riding a bike “really, really slowly”, is one
such issue.
Synchronous generation, traditionally
provided by rapidly spinning machinery but
in principle any “stiff ” source that can force
through the ideal voltage, is needed to keep
the frequency where it needs to be and
ensure alternating currents are “in synch”
across the system. The challenge comes
when the destination for those currents is far
from the generator, causing a much weaker
synchronising signal which the rest of the
grid latches onto and moves further out of
synch, in the worst case leading to a feedback
loop that the grid simply cannot contain.

VIABLE SOLUTIONS
The secondary challenge, you may not be
surprised to hear, is rectifying this.
Technology is already being developed to
enable wind and solar inverters (rather than
the rotating machinery used in coal and gas
plants) to provide “grid-forming” voltage
and stability across “normal” and
emergency conditions, which would also
bring down maintenance costs. But the

immediate plan could be to use the US
model of repurposing machinery from
closing thermal energy plants as
synchronous condensers, or the use of
batteries, which are now being seen as a
solution to energy fluctuations and
expanding storage capabilities. Both are
viable, though further discussions between
developers, regulators and consultants will
need to take place before either can be
brought out on a mass scale.
Batteries are also being seen as a solution
to providing a more continuous flow of
energy from a naturally fluctuating source,
or conversely, matching the energy flow to a
fluctuating load.
The fast uptake of solar and renewables in
Australia, roughly 10 times the global
average uptake per capita, is a double-edged
sword. While we’re absolutely making
strides towards our ambition to be a leader
in renewable power, we are up against
challenges that many other countries are
not having to address (yet), especially
around stability.
Across Australia, managing the
technology shift with renewable energy is a
juggling act for which engineers are figuring
out solutions.
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Queensland is plastered with solar
and the network has tight spots.

The 20,000 sensors that
show what’s happening along
Queensland’s poles and wires

R

ooftop solar has brought joy to the
2.6-or-so million who have paid for
PV systems and anguish to the
community of engineers who look after the
grid those homes are connected to.
As the sun beats down on household
systems sized far larger than midday load
requires, electricity generated by PV panels

is exported to networks that may be
inadequately designed to take it.
Some say it’s a big problem. The truth is
it’s a big opportunity to study how
distribution networks could be adapted to
manage high levels of solar penetration and
exports – and handle more. Combined with
tariffs that encourage daytime load, the
“problem” of solar exports might disappear.
That’s the theory, at least. In reality, many
distribution networks around the country
have a long way to go. The problem is that
they cannot see what’s happening along
their wires. The doctor knows something’s
not right, but it’s as if the X-ray machine
hasn’t been invented yet.

FINGER ON THE PULSE
Patrick Matweew says the Luceo sensors have put
Energy Queensland’s operations in clear view.
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A trial in Queensland has filled in some
blanks. The first stage saw 20,000 sensors
developed by Luceo Energy installed at

connection points on the Energy
Queensland network, to measure voltage
and current. Twelve months worth of data
have been collected by the army of sensors,
with measurements arriving at the
company’s cloud platform every minute.
The sensors have been distributed on the
network between Cairns in the far north
and down to Coolangatta, across urban and
rural centres on the Queensland coast, all in
front of the meter.
As solar exports continue to flow off
rooftops and cause hotspots of instability
within distribution networks, the owners of
those poles and wires can be frustrated by
how difficult it is to see exactly what’s going
on. A river of data from the Luceo sensors
puts Energy Queensland’s operations in
clear view. So, what is the network learning
about itself?
“Quite a lot,” says Luceo Energy CEO
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A project by Luceo Energy that shows the effect of solar exports on the grid is
expected to help the network owner target investment in capacity.
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Patrick Matweew. “With real-time data
they can see changes as they are
happening; they can see the network
breathe in quite a small resolution.”
As expected, constraints can be viewed
throughout the day as solar exports or other
operations affect the power quality along
the wires. “You can now pinpoint between,
say, two houses whether a line is down or an
incident happened,” Matweew (pronounced
Mat-vay-uss) tells EcoGeneration.
“From an operational and safety
perspective the operators are now much
closer to understanding what’s happening
in real time.”
An example is the ability to sense risk to
broken neutral integrity and schedule
maintenance before failure, he says.
“It gives you a lot of opportunity for
pro-active maintenance and risk-avoidance.
We can read if the connection is in a healthy
state or is deteriorating; we can tell you if
there are connections in your network that
need fixing very soon because they are
getting to a state where they could
potentially break.”
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YOU CAN’T ARGUE WITH THAT
A picture of network health is relayed a bit
like a collection of pins on Google Maps,
where users can zoom in and out, clicking
on locations to view details. Alerts and
notifications lead users directly to sites
where further investigation may be
warranted. “Once you go deeper you will see
all the charts and graphs [presented by
cloud-based analytics] for that site.”
Other than working to keep voltage from
straying outside the desired bandwidth the
network is keen to ensure the three phases
are correlated and, fundamentally, that its
map of its poles and wires agrees with what
the Luceo sensors are picking up. “Maps
may have been updated, but not always
correctly, and now we can verify [them],
which has implications on their investment
and maintenance.”
That’s a clear picture of what’s happening
in front of the meter, but any network where
rooftop PV is popular will also want to
know what’s happening on the other side –
among the growing multitude of inverters
linked to solar systems and residential
batteries. The Luceo device will pick up
solar exports post self-consumption,
allowing a network far deeper knowledge of
which households host PV systems. “But we
can’t see what’s happening behind the meter
because we are not entitled to know that,”
says Matweew, also the CEO of smart
www.ecogeneration.com.au

energy storage and software company
Redback Technologies.
It is technically possible, however, to
include data from distributed energy
resources such as household PV and storage
on the platform and “complete the picture”.
This is the subject of another project for
Luceo, where with the help of $2.6 million
in funding from the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency it is trying to access behindthe-meter data – or “find the missing piece”
– and assemble complete live replicas of
energy systems.
The $5.7 million Project Shield (for
Synchronising Heterogeneous Information
to Evaluate Limits for DNSPs) also includes
Energy Queensland, along with Essential
Energy in NSW, the University of
Queensland and Brisbane-based technology
company GridCube. The consortium is
aiming to find how data from DER can be
interpreted so that networks can determine
hosting capacity for rooftop solar.
The ideal outcome would be that networks
will have a tool that may allow them to
accommodate more solar without any need
for upgrades, or to make far more refined
decisions about such upgrades. “Or, now [a
network] will have a good business case to
say, ‘I’ll build a bigger transfomer,’” he says.
“We’re trying to find a data-driven approach
for smarter investment for networks.”

START OF SOMETHING BIG
That’s two projects, but Luceo and Redback
have many other irons in the fire.
“At the moment the industry is crazy; the
network and renewables integration is a
massive piece,” he says.
“As a technology provider we are trying to
team up with as many people as we can to
showcase what’s possible.”

The software renders a picture of network health
a bit like a collection of pins on Google Maps.

Word has got around about the Energy
Queensland trial and Matweew admits
Luceo is talking to other networks.
The home solar market is growing fast,
but as consumers work out that the grid
won’t always be able to take too much of a
good thing – their unused midday exports
– and pay handsome returns they might
start to feel resentment. It would be a shortsighted response, as the issue of high
exports causing issues in the grid was
predicted many years ago. Things can
change quickly, however, and the industry is
anticipating a big shift to more dynamic,
agile operations. If all goes well, energy
users and suppliers will both benefit.
“One of the reasons consumers love solar
is it makes them more independent and less
vulnerable to what they see is an energy
market that hasn’t worked in their favour in
the past,” Matweew says. “If we reinstate
trust in the system, as consumers we then
don’t have this emotional reaction to
anything limiting solar export.”
From Matweew’s vantage, technology can
fill the task of trusted powerbroker between
user and supplier – and dilute the effects of
“what are often not fact-based responses”.
As for understanding the appeal of
expensive home energy systems, it’s no
surprise he advocates for self-consumption
as a more important investment trigger for
consumers than revenue from exports.
Tomorrow’s DER-owning energy user
might have a relationship with a demand
response aggregator or be taking part in a
virtual power plant. There will be many
more avenues to sourcing electricity.
“It has to do less with technology and
more to do with education and reform of
regulation that allows these things to
emerge. From a technology perspective we
are more of less there,” he says.
“It’s about getting everybody on board.
The future will be different, but it might be
significantly better for everybody.”
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Payback …
the rocky
road for LGCs
to 2030
and beyond
Could there be a second life for Large-scale Generation Certificates
once the Renewable Energy Target scheme matures?

R

enewable energy relies on the wind,
the sun and the subsidies. The first
two will last forever. In Australia, the
last one is due to run out in 2030. The
Renewable Energy Target, administered by
the Clean Energy Regulator, sets out a scale
of discounts for systems under 100kW and

tradable certificates for generation from
systems over 100kW.
With the 2030 deadline looming, and the
cap for generation fixed at 33,000GWh a
year, the market for large-scale generation
certificates, or LGCs, has a big green
question mark over it.
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It sounds simple enough, if demand for
LGCs was restricted to entities – mainly
electricity retailers – that were obliged to
purchase them in order to comply with the
Large-scale Renewable Target. But the
transition to clean energy is quickly shifting
from being the professional pursuit of
electrical engineers to becoming an oath to
the future, where companies and (some)
governments have declared ambitions to
ditch carbon. To do that with any integrity
they have to provide proof of their actions.
The most recent quarterly report from the
Clean Energy Regulator shows a big
increase in voluntary demand for LGCs used
to prove renewable energy usage through
government-run clean energy accreditation
scheme GreenPower, and Climate Active, a
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The value of LGCs is a meaningful input
when weighing an investment in clean
energy, and that includes commercial and
industrial solar systems. As more utilityscale clean energy plants are completed over
the next nine years, and the supply of LGCs
rises, will they plummet in value?
“If not now then very soon there will be
enough annual generation of certificates to
meet legislated demand,” says BloombergNEF
head of Australian research Leonard Quong.
“The message is quite clear: the LRET [Largescale Renewable Target] is moving from an
undersupply period to an oversupply period
– and we think prices will reflect that.”

SUBSIDIES
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LGCs will rise as companies source clean
energy, for example via power purchasing
agreements that support construction of
new generation, and; supply of LGCs from
clean energy plants, especially hydro, will
fluctuate year on year. “Some hydro assets
will create LGCs in vast quantities if they
produce above an annually stepped
electricity generation baseline,” he says.
At some point a floor in LGC prices will
become evident when there is not a
willingness among certificate creators to
sell, he says. Instead, they will choose to not
create them at all or put them aside to fulfill
beneficial contractual agreements.
Any prediction of falling LGC prices is a
worry for managers weighing up an
investment in clean energy plants above
100kW, because they will expect revenue
from the sale of LGCs. An easy route around
it, of course, is to limit your plant – rooftop
PV, probably – to less than 100kW and claim
the subsidy as Small-scale Generation
Certificates, which come as an entirely
predictable one-off incentive.
“That’s likely to continue,” Quong says.
It comes down to how you may want to
account for an investment in clean energy:
an annual creation of LGCs may look like a
convenient way to decarbonise each year’s
business operations; a one-off subsidy will
bring forward lower energy bills.

BEYOND 2030
If the outlook for LGCs until the 2030
deadline is wide open to interpretation,
what happens beyond then is anyone’s
guess. “There is an enormous policy void
that somebody is going to have to fill,”
Quong says. Finding a way for companies to

Sep 20
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Source: CER
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carbon-neutral certification scheme run by
the Department of Industry, Science,
Energy and Resources.
“We are seeing a big increase in voluntary
demand,” Clean Energy Regulator executive
general manager Mark Williamson tells
EcoGeneration. “I don’t think the market has
fully understood that. The ACT government
cancelled 2.3 million LGCs last year,
effectively doing their own GreenPower to
say the ACT is 100% renewables.”
When this voluntary demand is added to the
legislated 33,000GWh, Williamson says the
market remains tight. “The question is, how
quickly in the future will voluntary demand
continue to rise versus how quickly do more
power stations come on and supply rises.”
Liable entities have to either purchase
enough LGCs to meet their liability within
the statutory target of 33,000GWh a year or
they must pay a shortfall charge of $65 for
every LGC they do not surrender. The $65
shortfall charge is not tax-effective.
Williamson explains what he says is an
effective shortage of 16 million LGCs in the
market, where companies have had to pay
the shortfall charge. (One LGC is created for
each megawatt-hour of eligible clean energy
generation, so 33,000GWh is equivalent to
33 million LGCs.) If retailers can get
certificates within three years and supply
them to the CER to be cancelled they can
redeem their shortfall, which Williamson
estimates at $1 billion. “They can redeem
that $1 billion and make it tax-effective by
getting certificates,” he says.
When the Abbott government lowered the
target from 41,000GWh to 33,000GWh in
2015 the clean energy market was fairly
dead in terms of investment in large-scale
renewables. To meet the target, the CER
anticipated 6.4GW of large-scale renewables
would need to be built a year for there to be
enough liquidity for LGCs to be available for
retailers to meet their annual targets.
“In the first year, 2016, we needed to get
3GW to financial close,” Williamson says.
“That didn’t happen.” As the market
recovered, projects worth 1.2GW were
financed that year. The following year went
“gangbusters”, he says, as did 2018.
As to meeting the target of 33,000GWh a
year, Williamson was never in doubt. “We
were always going to meet and exceed the
target; we’re expecting between 37 and
40GWh this year [2021] and more next year.”
In the years ahead, Quong expects the
LGC market will be defined by three forces:
sellers of LGCs will be looking for new
sources of demand; overall demand for

LGC
Cal24

be able to account for their decarbonising
efforts in a way that is ratified and audited
by government is “vital”, he says. “That
increasingly is one of the key roles and key
facets of LGC and STC creation.” Without
them, the clean energy market could find
itself in “material trouble”.
Support might also appear in another
form, Williamson says. In June the
Department of Industry, Science, Energy
and Resources released a policy paper on
hydrogen certification which called for all
large-scale renewables to be eligible for
guarantee-of-origin certificates after 2030.
“The only way hydrogen will take off is if
Australia has world-class guarantee-oforigin schemes,” Williamson says. “We need
to have an ongoing ability to trace who’s
using renewable energy.”
If this goes ahead, all the generation that
produces LGCs after 2030 will get a guaranteeof-origin certificate for proving use of
renewable energy. “While the price you would
expect to be much lower than the LGC price is
today … there would still be value,” he says.
If the policy paper becomes law,
guarantee-of-origin certificates will support
prices, Williamson says, whether it be
hydrogen, aluminium or steel, etc. “The
policy paper shows the potential for largescale renewable energy to still get a
certificate after 2030,” he says.
Forward LGC prices have been too low,
Williamson says. “It won’t be that at the end
of 2030 there are a lot of LGCs left over and
the price goes to zero – that won’t happen,”
he says. “Many were predicting back in
2015, 2016 that once we got to this point the
price would be zero. We always disagreed
then – and the price is still over $30.”
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Wind farm data cruncher
turns out a 45% better
5-minute forecast
An Australian university has developed software that by increasing accuracy of five-minute
forecasts can push down associated liabilities to the NEM.
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should be. Currently, AEMO uses plant
owners’ internal supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) data feeds
to make its assumption of future output,
but researchers at Monash University
have developed a system they say is 45%
more accurate.
The software solution the team has
developed, which is being marketed by
collaboration partner Worley as
PowerPredict, relies on the data supplied
by the wind or solar farm to AEMO, so
there is no need to invest in extra gear such
as sensors or weather masts. “We use the
sensors we have and focus on improving
the forecasting model using machine
learning methods,” says Dr Christoph

Bergmeir, a senior research fellow in
Monash University’s department of data
science and artificial intelligence.

WHAT’S GOING ON UP THERE
Wind farms all send AEMO a list of required
data for each turbine, such as wind speed,
wind direction and power produced, and
some machines supply additional data.
Plant operators are required to supply an
unconstrained forecast, “but if constraints
apply then obviously … that makes it a bit
more complex,” Bergmeir says.
To estimate the output of a plant five
minutes into the future AEMO uses
“persistence forecasts”, which blithely
assume the next five minutes will be the
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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T

he energy sources that will supply
increasing amounts of electricity in
tomorrow’s grid – sunlight and wind
– are abundant in Australia. But that doesn’t
mean we can always rely on them. There are
plenty of still and cloudy hours.
Owners of solar and wind generation
connected to the grid are expected to tell
the Australian Energy Market Operator how
much electricity they can supply in the
following five minutes. If they can’t keep
that promise, they’ll be charged by AEMO
for any shortfall as the operator then
sources that power from somewhere else so
it can match supply with demand.
The art of forecasting, then, is taken
seriously by wind and solar operators. Or it

FORECASTING

same as the past five minutes. This simple
assumption makes a lot of sense but it
doesn’t always work.
“Let’s say you have a ramping event, then
the persistence forecast is not going to be a
very good forecast,” Bergmeir tells
EcoGeneration. Another example would be
when power production is already running
at maximum, and a good hunch would say
that in five minutes time it would be more
likely to decrease than remain unchanged.
“There are certain dynamics in the signal
that you can try to capture and that our
solution can capture,” he says.

invested in forecasting technology, where
local and international developers claim
operational cost savings and a boost to
revenue. Bergmeir won’t reveal anecdotal
benchmarking against forecasting
technology that might compete with
PowerPredict, but Worley claims the
product has achieved a 45%
improvement in its customers’
power output predictions.

WIND IN, WATTS OUT
The output from a wind turbine relies
on two things: the wind that goes in
and what the turbine does with that
wind. Any software that attempts to
predict output from a turbine by
looking at weather variables alone
will miss out on the “non-linear
transformation” between what goes in
and what comes out. “The system needs to
do two things: it needs to forecast the wind
but it also needs to adequately figure out
this non-linear transformation [of wind to
power],” Bergmeir says.
The output of any turbine is constrained,
beyond which additional wind energy will
not translate into additional power. “You
need to look at both the power output and
the wind, because if the wind is already well
above where the turbine produces
maximum power then even if the wind
drops it will still stay at maximum output,”
he says. “So, the higher the wind the higher
the probability you stay at the maximum.”
The researchers had access to the
130.8MW Waterloo Wind Farm in South
Australia and 11MW Ross River Solar Farm
in Queensland, both operated by project
partner Palisade Energy. The Australian
Renewables Energy Agency provided close
to $1 million in funding for the project.

Image: ayax/Shutterstock.com

ENSEMBLE MODEL
The software relies on machine learning,
where characteristics of data from the
recent past – the past 60 minutes, say –
inform an “ensemble model” that predicts
the next five minutes.
The research threw up some surprises.
For instance, Bergmeir noticed that data
up to two hours old could be used to
produce quite accurate forecasts. One
might expect that what happened two
hours in the past should have no influence
on what happens in the next five minutes,
www.ecogeneration.com.au

WIND PICKS UP

“The system needs to
forecast the wind and
also figure out the nonlinear transformation of
wind to power.”
Dr Christoph Bergmeir,
Monash University
but there is some evidence to the contrary.
In truth, he says, expected delays in
settling the energy market mean that the
model is in reality looking about seven
minutes out, not five. That stretches the
forecasting window by about 40%. “It was
quite surprising how big of a difference
that is in terms of accuracy.”
Bergmeir concedes more work is needed
on developing a solar model.
The wind model works on the SCADA
data available to AEMO, he says, but a solar
model will need additional data before it
satisfies the researchers. That may mean
installing sensors.
Owners of wind or solar plants may
already have taken other options and

On the face of it, it could be
conjectured that plant owners
might lose money if they rely on
AEMO’s forecasts. Should it be up to
them to spend money on a solution
like PowerPredict, or is AEMO the
obvious buyer?
In Bergmeir’s mind, AEMO is doing
plant owners a service by allowing them
to supply their own forecasts. If those
forecasts are not accurate, there is a cost
to be paid to AEMO.
“In that sense it is really good that
innovation is driven by competition
between companies that try to get good
forecasts,” he says. “On the other hand,
could AEMO provide a better forecast?”
The answer is blowing in the wind.
The key benefits of the project include
increased renewable energy penetration in
the grid due to improved dispatchability of
renewable generation and reduction in
frequency control ancillary services
payments by generators resulting from the
failure to meet forecast targets.
“If renewable generators can lower their
causer pays factors, they can produce
electricity cheaper, and eventually that
saving could be passed on to the customers,”
Bergmeir says. “It would also make
renewables more competitive, which is also
a desirable outcome.”
The team worked in collaboration with
the Monash Business School’s department
of econometrics and business statistics
and the project was initiated by the
Monash Energy Institute’s Grid
Innovation Hub.
Energy consultancy Worley says that in
2020 inaccurate power predictions cost
Australian generators $210 million.
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Growatt bags
battery-ready
inverter award

REC Group’s N-Peak
solar panel hits the spot
REC Group has launched the REC N-Peak 2,
the second generation of its n-type TOPCon
cell-based solar panels, with a boost to
power density and energy yield. The new
panel is eligible for the extended REC
ProTrust warranty, the company says.
REC N-Peak 2 uses 120 half-cut mono
n-type cells to deliver up to 375 Watts. The
new product has the same iconic superstrong, slimline frame and support bars that

REC uses in its other leading solar panels.
This means the N-Peak 2 can support loads
of up to 7000 Pa. The new panel is also
eligible for the REC ProTrust Warranty, a
25-year warranty on product, performance
and labour for all systems completed by
REC-certified solar professional installers.
REC guarantees power output in year 25 of
the panel’s service life of at least 92%.
Shipments are due in October.

Suntech cleans the slate
Suntech Australia, which has been supplying solar modules to the Australian market
since 2007, has closed “an additional sales channel” into the country that has been
operating over the past couple of years. “With immediate effect, Suntech modules can
only be purchased through SF Suntech Australia,” the company announced recently.
Most importantly, it wants to remind installers that Suntech solar modules purchased
through any channel other than SF Suntech Australia will not be qualified for Smallscale Technology Certificates.
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Chinese inverter-maker Growatt has
won a pv magazine award for its MIN
TL-XH battery-ready inverter, which
sold more than 70,000 units in
Australia in 2020 and 150,000 units
worldwide. The MIN TL-XH is the
“intelligent core” in Growatt’s
GroHome solution that integrates
solar and storage, EVs and IoT devices
to deliver higher self-consumption,
smarter and more efficient energy
solution, the company says.
As battery storage is included in
more residential systems around the
country inverter brands are eager to
promote the features in their latest
models that make them worth the
investment. Importantly, that also
means installers find them easy to
work with and can be confident
technical support will be there
when needed.
Growatt says the battery-readiness
of the MIN TL-XH means the unit can
be installed as a standard on-grid
inverter with solar panels, and when
the owner decides it’s time to include
a battery the inverter can be updated
to function as part of a solar energy
storage system. The tech includes
in-built DC switch and powerful
monitoring platform with the
pre-made volt-var and volt-watt
settings for Australia and New
Zealand to shorten the installation
time from Inverter side.
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CEC approves
RedEarth’s
Troppo-4841
The Clean Energy Council has
approved the Troppo-4841 battery
module from RedEarth Energy
Storage, the first Australian-made
battery to be featured on the list. The
Troppo, made in Brisbane, is a 4.1kWh
module that can be used on-grid or
off-grid, to replace old lead-acid
battery banks as part of RedEarth’s
integrated Personal Power Plant or
with other reputable inverter systems.
The Troppo will be sold as part of
RedEarth’s integrated systems or
supplied as a standalone product
through Rexel’s wholesale network.
The battery conforms to the Best
Practice Guide for Battery Storage
Equipment, which has been achieved
by the certification to IEC62619:2017
at both the cell and module level and
AS/NZS 60950.1:2015. The battery
module is also certified to UN38.3 for
freight, allowing shipping worldwide.
“It is the only Australian-made
battery listed on the CEC list, which is
important for all government grant
and loan programs,” says RedEarth
co-founder and chief technology
officer Chris Winter. “End-users, as
well as installers, can visit our
Brisbane factory for a tour of our
manufacturing line as well as a
demonstration of the battery to be
sure they are receiving the best
battery module in the business.”
The Troppo is available as part of
RedEarth’s range of complete
battery systems as well as separately
to installers. It is backed up by
a full throughput warranty for up
to 10 years.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

RedEarth co-founders Charlie Walker and Chris Winter work hard both on and off the pitch.

Trina sees growth
in 600W-plus
210mm panels
It doesn’t snow much in the Australian
suburbs but it’s worth considering the
effects of unexpected punishment on PV
modules as they endure year after year
under the elements. Trina Solar recently
issued a series of test results on the
mechanical reliability of its 670W Vertex
modules, measuring the effects of a static
mechanical load test, a non-uniform snowload test, extreme low-temperature
mechanical load test, a hail test, extreme
dynamic mechanical load (DML) test and a
wind tunnel test.
Dr Zhang Yingbin, head of product
strategy and marketing at Trina Solar, says
the series of tests aimed to verify that ultrahigh-power modules can maintain their
performance under tough conditions.
As solar is deployed around the world in
varying ways Dr Zhang says higher demands
will be made on module performance,
especially with regards to reliability.
“PV modules face enormous challenges
because of extreme weather such as
wind, snowstorms, cold and hail,” Dr Zhang
says. “A comprehensive range of tests
were conducted covering all these
extreme conditions.”
The 670W Vertex modules feature

Trina’s Vertex panel takes the snow-load test, because
you just never know with the weather these days.

improvements such as thicker frame walls
and enlarged cavities to withstand the rigors
of the natural elements. “If our customers
choose to build solar installations in extreme
geographic and climatic conditions, we offer
customized products and installation design
services including total solutions,” he says.
“It makes no sense just cutting costs while
ignoring the long-term reliability of
products. But optimizing and improving
product reliability by no means implies
greatly increasing costs.”
Citing a report from PVinfolink, Dr Zhang
says Trina expects production capacity of
210mm modules will reach 147GW in 2021
and 234GW next year.
“High-power modules will take more than
70% share of overall global modules
production capacity,” he says. “The pace of
growth is likely to exceed our forecasts.”
October 2021 ecogeneration
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Light touch … solar for
rooftops that can’t
take the strain
Solar installers who try to cut corners by avoiding stringent structural
assessments risk the reputation of the entire industry — and can miss
out on proving themselves in the tough C&I sector.

B

ecause solar panels solve problems
for the people who own them, not
everyone likes to talk about the
uncomfortable stuff. Are they attractive?
Can you recycle them? How long do they
really last? Another related thought that
comes further down the list is: can my roof
take the weight?
It’s hard to quantify the number of sites
where a weak roof will hamper the
installation of an optimal amount of solar,
says Smart Commercial Solar managing
director Huon Hoogesteger.
His company hedges risk by calling in
the experts. After bidding for a commercial
job and designing a rooftop solution,
Smart Commercial Solar will employ a

Huon Hoogesteger says system design is critical.

structural engineer to verify the proposal.
“Once the client has accepted or indicated
strongly they will accept [the proposal] we
will then spend the money to structurally
approve our design,” he says.
“The engineer will come back with
recommendations that, yes, that design’s
OK, or we’ll be told we cannot do that
because the roof is not strong enough.”
Hoogesteger estimates that in about 10%
of cases an engineer’s report will point out
problems that will need to be overcome by
either strengthening a roof or designing a
smaller PV system.
An outcome of one in 10 is pretty good,
“but that’s because we are not covering the
entire rooftops of most buildings,” he says.
As an example, take the work Smart
Commercial is doing for Australia’s largest
hardware retailer.
Of the 83 sites it has worked on so far, the
rooftops are so vast that structural issues
have been easily overcome by positioning
arrays where the roof is “structurally
adequate”. Solar systems at those sites have
only covered about 20% of available
roofspace anyway, he says.

A checkerboard solution for a client whose roof
wasn’t quite strong enough to take much more.
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For a recent job for a well-known food brand
the system designers came up with a
checkerboard approach, where a reasonably
fit bird could hop across the roof in any
direction – including diagonally – without
landing on a module (see picture).
“We didn’t have the luxury of a large
roofspace in that job and there is a highdensity load underneath. If we had a choice
we would have filled that roof with solar
panels,” he says.
Traditional panels weigh about 13kg per
square metre, including racking and
cabling. The structural engineer’s report
for the site recommended about 60% of
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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that. To make the most of what they had to
work with, it was decided to spread a
smaller system across the entire roof
– hence the checkerboard.
At a different location owned by another
client, the problem of designing a system to
suit the customer’s energy needs and the
building’s ability to bear weight saw a
solution where arrays are concentrated above
and around columns (pictured at right).
Even the Sunman PV product, an
encapsulated module with no frame or glass
that weighs 4kg/sqm, was too heavy for the
structure. The site needed 2.1MW, but the
owner now makes do with 380kW.

If a roof can’t take the weight, a smaller system
might work over load-bearing columns.

HOUSE OF CARDS
Placing too much weight on a weak roof is
risky, but so is placing too much trust in a
structural engineer. Smart Commercial
Solar lost a 1MW-plus job after an appraisal
by one structural engineer was reviewed
and overturned by another, who found that
the roof was not fit to take any solar at all.
“We ended up losing the equivalent of
$900,000,” Hoogesteger says. “We had
equipment installed and we had lost revenue
… we almost lost the entire contract.”
That’s bad news for one well-established,
large solar installation company, but every
person working in the sector should feel a
chill about what might have happened.
“Thank God it was caught. If it hadn’t
been, there was real risk the roof could have
collapsed – in which case it would have
killed people.”
There will always be consequences if a job
is not done right, he says.

AIM HIGHER OR STAY PUT?
Having described such a close call, what is
Hoogesteger’s advice to installation
companies that want to elbow into the
commercial-and-industrial realm?
“You can’t treat commercial installations
as they do in the residential sector,” he
tells EcoGeneration.
“You need to do development
applications, structural engineering, grid
designs … they are all engineering sciences
in themselves.”
Despite the scale, commercial work is still
expensive. Apart from commissioning
structural engineering reports, rooftops
may have to be strengthened. “People think
costs go down, but we’ve found that’s not
really the case at all.”
The risks also have a tendency of rising in
lockstep with the capacity of a project.
“I know that some of our competitors have
www.ecogeneration.com.au

“The costs are higher and the risks are magnitudes
higher. If we don’t get it right, the roof may collapse,
destroy a building or, worse, kill someone.”
Huon Hoogesteger, Smart Commercial Solar
simply installed systems without structural
engineering approval,” he says, “which is
interesting … and typical of our industry.”
There is nothing wrong with an aspiring
solar company taking a “glory shot”, he
says, but the firm reality is that
commercial and industrial solar requires
detailed, quality engineering – both
electrical and structural – and an

understanding of all the parts of the
installation. “The costs are higher and the
risks are magnitudes higher. If we don’t get
it right, the roof may collapse, destroy a
building or, worse, kill someone.
Reputationally, the individual company may
suffer – but broadly we all suffer,” he says.
“Do it right, and [C&I solar companies]
get to do some very cool projects.”
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New inverter
standard to
improve grid
stability
The introduction of AS/NZS 4777.2:2020 will help provide the grid stability needed to ensure
that the rooftop solar boom can continue, write Nathan Smith and Hilary Lai.
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the need to constrain renewable
generation at times when it exceeds
consumption requirements.
When there isn’t a well-maintained
balance between load and generation – for
example, low demand or high renewable
production (or the reverse) – grid instability
occurs, which presents as power factor
issues, frequency fluctuations and inflated
voltage values that can damage equipment.
From January 1 this year, all Australian
distribution network service providers
(DNSPs) have required the enablement of
Volt-Watt and Volt-Var at setpoints
described by AS/NZS 4777.2:2015 or as
described by the DNSP.

However, it has been left up to installers
to enable and set the required values, which
has led to confusion both around what the
required values are for the given area and
how to enable and set the response values
within the inverter.

A BETTER STANDARD
The new inverter standard AS/NZS
4777.2:2020, released on December 18,
2020, has new inclusions to address grid
stability issues.
First, inverters are required to have
Volt-Watt and Volt-Var functions available
and enabled by default. The default setpoint
reference values for the power quality
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A

ustralia is a big place and ensuring
that there is enough power to supply
the nation has always required a
coordinated approach for generators
around the country. With renewables
(including rooftop solar) now accounting
for close to 30% of all generation in
Australia, coordinating their growing
contribution is crucial to the safe and
efficient operation of the grid.
While traditional sources of generation
have some ability to ramp up and down
as required to meet consumption needs,
most renewables have a more
unpredictable output that is dependent
on weather conditions. This can result in

Images supplied
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response curves are configured into four
regional settings: Australia A, Australia B,
Australia C and New Zealand. During
commissioning of an AS/NZS 4777.2:2020
compliant inverter, installers will be
required to select a region before the
inverter begins to operate. At this stage, it’s
looking like all DNSPs in the National
Electricity Market will require the use of
the “Australia A” setting, except for
TasNetworks, which will use “Australia C”.
Second, the standard introduces new
requirements for the undervoltage ridethrough performance of inverters.
These requirements ensure that newly
installed inverters are more resilient to
low-voltage disturbances and as such are
less likely to contribute to grid
undervoltage events.
Inverters compliant with AS/NZS
4777.2:2020 will automatically meet the
voltage disturbance ride-through
requirements currently required by SA
Power Networks and Western Power.
Another exciting new development in
AS/NZS 4777.2:2020 is the inclusion of
electric vehicles (EVs). Not only can EVs
have an impact in the decarbonisation of the
transportation sector, but their ability to act
as a grid-connected battery allows them to
contribute to grid stability, creating a
dynamic load/generation source as required
to stabilise the grid.
The classification of vehicle-to-gridcapable EVs as multiple-mode inverters is the
beginning of them playing a larger and more
dynamic role as distributed energy resources.
With the release of AS/NZS 4777.2:2020,
all inverters currently approved with

The standard introduces new requirements for
the undervoltage ride-through performance of
inverters to ensure they are more resilient to
low-voltage disturbances.
AS/NZS 4777.2:2015 will need to reapply for
Clean Energy Council (CEC) inverter
approval with AS/NZS 4777.2:2020
certification before December 18, 2021.
This will also apply to pre-assembled
integrated battery energy storage systems
that include an integrated inverter.

LOOK FOR THE LISTING
For the purpose of CEC listing, the CEC
will add the suffi x “(AS4777-2 2020)” to the
model numbers for inverters that are
certified to AS/NZS 4777.2:2020 to
distinguish between inverters that are
certified to the 2015 and 2020 versions of
the standard. This is for the purpose of
CEC listing only; the inverter label will not
have this suffi x.
When submitting an STC claim or a
grid-connect application, make sure to
select the model number depending on the
version of AS/NZS 4777.2 that the inverter is
compliant with. Installers are advised to
check with their supplier to confirm which
version of AS/NZS 4777.2 an inverter is
compliant with.

TIPS FOR INSTALLERS
Installers have an important part to play in
implementing these new changes. From
December 18, 2021, installers will be
required to make sure that any inverter

they install meets the requirements of AS/
NZS 4777.2:2020, including inverters that
are used for warranty replacement or any
other reason.
The best way installers can go about
ensuring they are meeting these
requirements is to ensure that the model
number of the product they are installing
has the (AS4777-2020) suffi x on the
CEC inverters list and that it has the
region settings available to be selected
during setup.
Installers are advised to start assessing
their stock on hand now as any inverters not
compliant with AS/NZS 4777.2:2020 can’t be
installed after the December 18 deadline.

Nathan Smith is a technical program
specialist and Hilary Lai a senior
product program specialist at the
Clean Energy Council.

Renewable Training
Gain new skills in 2021 with our range of nationally accredited renewable
energy short courses. Learn about Grid Connected PV, Battery Storage, StandAlone Power Systems and Working Safely in the Solar Industry. Our renewable
energy training centre is located at Moorabbin.

Visit holmesglen.edu.au/renewable or call 1300 639 888
RTO: 0416. CRICOS Provider Code: 00012G.

B2260421 Renewable Training 185x83mm Ad.indd 2
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What the Watt?

T

he solar PV module market is about as
competitive as it gets. Manufacturers
eager for your business will push their
latest improvements or designs, but they
can’t tell fibs about the technical stuff – and
that includes output. Power measurements
used to determine the nameplate rating of a
solar panel are determined under standard
test conditions.
The solar cells that power a panel produce
different amounts of power depending on
three conditions. These are the temperature

Michelle
McCann is a
co-founder and
director of PV
Lab Australia.
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of the cell, the amount of light it’s getting
and the type of light. Standard test
condition (STC) criteria have been
established so that apples are compared
with apples. They are defined as: 25°C (the
temperature of the cells); 1,000 W/m2 (the
amount of light the cells are receiving), and;
under a spectrum of AM 1.5G (the type of
light the cells are receiving).
Let’s take a closer look at each of these in
turn. Note that standard test conditions are
not typically met in the outdoors for more
than a moment at a time. Testing is therefore
done in a controlled indoor environment using
a sun simulator as a light source.
The internationally accepted standard for
measuring STC power output is IEC 60904-1.
Temperature – 25°C: The cells that power
the module respond differently at different
temperatures. Measurement should be done
at 25°C ±2°C and a correction is made to
values at 25°C. Since the cells are tucked
away inside their encapsulation sandwich,

consisting of encapsulant, glass and
backsheet at a minimum, they are not
accessible and we cannot measure their
temperature directly. This is solved by a
combination of science and time.
The panels are put into a heat-soaking
chamber for long enough that we can be
confident the temperature measured on
the glass on the outside is representative
of the temperature of the cells on
the inside.
A rapidly changing temperature is
problematic because the STC measurement
will correct for any deviation from 25°C.
Panels cannot be pulled from a hot roof or
from the outdoors on a cold morning and
immediately measured.
Light received – 1000 W/m 2: The light
intensity is defined to be 1,000 W/m 2. By
way of example, this is about the level of
light you’d get if you faced directly into the
sun (eyes closed for safety) on midday of
Christmas Day in Sydney.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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It pays to know a little about standard test condition power measurements — the “other” STCs — to
understand the quality of the panels you purchase, writes Michelle McCann.
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A good sun simulator will have an AAA or
even A+A+A+ rating. The three ratings are a
measurement of spectral match,
homogeneity and temporal stability and are
defined in IEC 60904-9.
Spectral match: Spectral match is the most
difficult of the A-ratings to achieve. The
standard defines six different wavelength
ranges and the percentage of total
irradiance allowed in each. The graph below
shows the spectrum of sunlight compared
with the spectral response of a typical
module and the spectral output from a
Xenon arc lamp. A sun simulator will
usually use either a Xenon arc lamp or a
special combination of LEDs to achieve the
desired spectrum.
Homogeneity: Having good homogeneity
ensures that the same amount of light is
falling on all parts of the panel. A class-A
sun simulator will have less than 2%
variation in uniformity across the panel.
Temporal stability: Since a sun simulator
provides a flash of light (a long exposure of
light would cause the cells inside to heat up
and change the measurement), the temporal
stability refers to the ability of the flash to
hold a steady output over time.

SOME ALTERNATIVES
There are some great and useful systems
available for making current-voltage (IV)
curves and getting a feel for the STC power
measurement of a module. These are called
IV-curve tracers and are typically a handheld device that can be plugged into a solar
panel in the sunshine to get a reading on
power output. It’s almost impossible for a
panel to be operating at STC in this case, so
the machine will make corrections.
It’s not uncommon to be correcting for up
to 400W/m 2 (out of 1,000) and for 10°C. The
machines do not usually make any
corrections for the spectrum. We can
assume it won’t be AM 1.5G. Of course, the
further you are from STC, the greater the
error in making these corrections.
Nonetheless, these devices give a good feel
for STC power output – they just have a
large error margin.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

STC power measurements done with a sun
simulator tell you very precisely how a panel
compares to its nameplate rating, but what
can you do with this information? If the
power output agrees with the nameplate
rating, then happy days! It’s time to sit back
with a cup of tea and watch your panels at
work. If you are disappointed by the power
output, you have some options:
• If you’re a homeowner with a lowperforming rooftop system, first step would
be to contact your retailer and ask them to
conduct a maintenance check on the
system. If your retailer is no longer in
business, contact a CEC accredited installer.
• If the system is underperforming, contact
the manufacturer and see if you are
covered by the output performance
warranty. If you get stuck at this step,
contact the Clean Energy Council for
further assistance.
• If you’re an installer, go back to your
supplier and show them the data. They may
be as troubled as you. Since panels are
priced in $/Watt, you (and your customer)
are generally paying for the watts on the
nameplate, not the watts that are delivered.
• If you’ve been delivered fewer watts than
your nameplate would suggest, it is
definitely a time to share your troubles
with your supplier.
• If you are buying a large number of
panels, you have a lot of negotiating
power and you should be getting a
discount on power that’s not delivered.
It’s best to exercise your power before you
sign a contract, and it would be typical to
see some random testing of your batch
included in a contract.

A panel ready for testing, top, and a Xenon arc lamp,
above, used to replicate an irradiance standard.
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Type of light – AM 1.5G spectrum: The
spectrum of sunlight can influence the
amount of power output from a panel. This is
because different panels respond differently
to different wavelengths of light. The AM
1.5G spectrum was chosen as a standard back
in the 1970s as a sort of average measurement
found in the United States.
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In the graph above, the spectrum of sunlight is compared with the spectral response of a typical module and the
spectral output from a Xenon arc lamp. The standard defines six different wavelength ranges.
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The TAFE is an energy-hungry site and
the new PV will help cut energy costs.

Holmesglen TAFE’s 800kW
PV-and-storage upgrade
RACV Solar partnered with Holmesglen Institute to deliver an energy solution
and training facility worthy of turning out tomorrow’s solar workers.

S

olar installers are under the
microscope as rooftop PV continues
its march across the country. If the
work they install is not up to standard, the
whole industry risks being cast into the
shadows by those politicians who are hostile
to all forms of clean energy.
Installers everywhere had better take the
job seriously.
In Melbourne, Holmesglen TAFE has
been turning out qualified solar workers for
years from its campuses in Moorabbin and
Chadstone. The Victorian government has

rewarded that good work with $2.1 million
in funding to install just over 800kW of
solar and renewable energy technology to
power the college and be used for training
in its three PV and storage courses.
“It’s one of the biggest projects we have
delivered and certainly one of the most
complex and challenging,” says RACV Solar
CEO Andy McCarthy.
When it’s all finished, the various parts of
the installation will add up to a clean energy
plant like no other. One of the arrays has
dozens of different brands of solar module

connected to Enphase monitoring so
students can learn about the varying
performance of different panels.
In a solar and battery training classroom,
students will work on a tilted and tiled false
roof to learn “professional development in
terms of installation and standards”, as
McCarthy puts it.
RACV solar won an open tender process
to install the PV systems. The design and a
training component of the project were
specified by Holmesglen.

Top class … (from left) Holmesglen Institute executive director Andrew Williamson, RACV Solar apprentices
Navdeep Singh and Melinda Kirton, Victorian MP Nick Staikos and RACV Solar CEO Andy McCarthy.
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Other than the gear used for training in the
classrooms, all the systems will be
generating electricity. The TAFE is an
energy-hungry organisation, so solar
generated on weekends or holidays will be
put to good use. “The consumption at
Holmesglen is significant, even the
minimum demand,” McCarthy says. “It will
almost all be absorbed within the building,
but they are allowed to export and there is
no export limit. The infrastructure around
those campuses is very good.” Exports are
estimated at 1-2%.
The project also includes about 130kW of
solar topping a car park at Moorabbin, along
with EV chargers, not yet complete. The car
port structure will be used as a functioning
case study, where students get to grips with
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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IN THE SHADE
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The solar and storage classroom is fitted with tiled and
iron-clad rooftops for students to scramble over.

the civil engineering aspects of a PV plant
that doubles as a piece of architecture,
complete with guttering and channelling.
Solar car parks are pretty straight-forward,
McCarthy says. “The rooftop component is
much more interesting for the students.”

Image supplied

WE NEED MORE INSTALLERS
“Despite everyone’s best intentions, 95% of
the energy in this industry has gone towards
creating more demand for solar and not
enough has gone to creating good supply of
good trades-skilled people – administrators,
engineers, the whole supply chain,”
McCarthy says.
The opportunity to install more than
$2 million of solar for Holmesglen, then, is
seen as a chance for tomorrow’s installers
to learn about the job while using the best
equipment. “Let’s take this opportunity to
also build a training module and a
classroom and start to get hundreds of
people coming through that facility so they
are ready to hit the road installing solar
and battery storage.”
Training organisations around Australia
that offer solar and storage courses are
doing a great job, McCarthy reckons. If
anything, there may be a shortage of
teachers. “It’s a very niche market to find
someone who is up-to-date with the current
industry standards and products and
services,” he says. “Many of them work in
the industry, so they don’t have much time
for training and teaching.”
Installers are in hot demand, especially

“Two years ago 2% of our installations had a battery.
Our current pipeline is 36%.” Andy McCarthy, RACV Solar
EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN
Solar panels
• Rooftop and car park PV systems:
1,367 Trina Vertex 500W panels,
303 REC Twinpeak 400W panels
• Four each of the following panels
are installed for training: Trina,
Suntech, Longi, Jinko, Hyundai,
Hanwha, Canadian, Sunpower,
REC, Winaico
Storage
• Two 19.32kWh BYD batteries
Inverters
• Seven Fronius inverters, 40
Enphase microinverters, nine
Sungrow inverters
EV charging stations
• Delta 22kW, Schneider 22kW,
Schneider 7kW
• Also includes one CapTech 50kVAr
power factor correction unit

those qualified to install battery storage.
That had better change fast because storage
inquiries are ramping up. “Two years ago,
2% of our solar installations had a battery,”
McCarthy says. “Our current pipeline [of
jobs with a battery] is 36%. We’ve seen an
exponential rise in demand for batteries and
now we’re trying to play catch up to accredit
people to install them.”
About a third of RACV installers have
battery accreditation, he says. The ones who
are next in line for it have trouble finding
the time in their work schedules.
Holmesglen’s three programs – working
safely in the solar industry, design and
install grid-connect PV systems and gridconnected PV with battery storage – are
taught at the Renewable Energy Centre for
Excellence at Moorabbin.

1300 273 111

www.cobaltsolar.com.au
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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When the
light goes on
How did you get into solar?
I started an electrical business in 2009,
doing small domestic work, and started
residential solar installs in 2011. I was out of
the industry for a while, interstate and
abroad, and got back into it in 2018. We
mainly do residential around the eastern
suburbs of Melbourne and have also done a
small amount of commercial and a few offgrids in regional Victoria.
What’s drawn your customers to solar?
It all depends. We’ve done subbie work where
the clientele just want a system and don’t
care too much about it, but the ones who have
done their research want to reduce their bills.
Revenue isn’t really a factor anymore, with
the lower feed-in tariffs. Eleven or 12 years
ago that was the big factor; people almost
wanted to make money off solar. Now they
want to get rid of the bill, get to net-zero and
anything above that is a bonus.
What do you mean by net-zero?
Generate the same amount as your
consumption. The customers who do their
research and want to sit down and talk
about their system, we go through their
usage over the past two years, work out
what they’re using and how they’re using it

Farmers who run heavy daytime loads
are happy to invest in large PV systems.
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Leigh loves the sun.

and figure out what sort of system they can
install to combat that. Generally, it requires
something bigger than 6.6kW. A lot of the
time we’re installing 9kW, 10kW, up to 13kW
– sometimes bigger. Often they’ll also fork
out for a battery to really keep on top of
their night-time usage. We aim for multiday storage with the batteries, but pricewise that’s not always achievable.
Are they using enough electricity to
justify systems that big?
Most of the customers fall below 25kWh a
day but we get some who are upwards of
80kWh. Depending on your roofspace you’re
not always going to be able to combat that.
For most houses that are around the 1525kWh mark, a 10kW system with a 13kWh
battery is usually a pretty good ballpark.
If you’re exporting at 6c/kWh and
consuming at up to 35c/kWh, even if you are
generating a little bit more than you’re
consuming you’re still going to have quite a
big bill in winter. The best way to offset that
is to bump up the system size to combat rainy
winter months and store as much as you can.
You’ve done quite a bit of storage?
It’s where we’re trying to focus at the
moment. Lithium batteries have come down

quite significantly over the last couple of
years, especially in Victoria where the state
chips in more than $4,000. Batteries that
used to cost about $13,000 to put in are now
costing about $2,000.
It’s definitely achievable at the moment
and hopefully with incentives and price falls
it will be more achievable in the future.
I really do think that’s a focus point of PV
installs for the future.
Do your customers understand how
to use storage?
A lot of them rely on the battery
management system. In the early days when
we started installing storage we probably
weren’t as transparent as we could have
been with the customers as to how it works.
As of last year we’ve started to explain it in
detail and provide handbooks about how the
algorithms work and how your consumption
versus generation is going to affect the
battery storage. A lot of the focus for us has
been to try and have that transparency with
customers and give them as much
information as possible so they are aware
how a battery operates.
A lot of people will install a big battery
and a big system and think, OK, that’s it, I
can forget about it now. Then all of a sudden
they get a bill and think, hang on, what’s
happening here. You do get those questions
from customers, saying, I thought we’d
taken care of our electricity usage with a
system we’ve paid thousands of dollars for.
The key in that respect is transparency and
education for the consumer.
It’s pretty complex, for people who may
not have thought much about electricity…
Definitely, and a lot of it happens before the
installation process. You have to explain to
the customer what they’re getting
themselves into. Before they’ve spent their
money you have to sit down with the
customer and explain how it works, how it’s
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Storage and customer support are the top
priorities for Leigh Richardson, owner of
Melbourne solar business Energise.
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going to affect their usage and how to use it
smartly – not just blindly operate everything
because you’ve got a battery and solar and
you think everything’s going to be
accounted for.
Are you OK with the new Australian
battery standards?
It’s a little frustrating at times. I can
understand the concerns regarding
batteries, but I’m also a bit frustrated with
some of the blanket rulings in some of the
different types of batteries.
For example, where you can’t have a
battery within so much distance of an exit
or a window, or behind a habitable room.
There’s a lot that goes into fire protection of
a combustible battery. I’m pretty sure in
some of the newer technologies that’s such a
minimal risk that the rules don’t need to be
so stringent.
Are you happy with the level of technical
support from manufacturers?
One of the inverter companies we use quite
a lot has really good customer support, in
contrast with some of the other companies.
Once you start installing the best systems
and inverters with UPS it starts getting
integrated into how the house works.
The more that happens, the more the
customer needs to have that technical
support available. That’s going to become
really important.
As far as installers go, we need to have
technical support on the spot. Some
companies can be exceedingly frustrating
when you’re trying to work out some small
kinks during an installation.

BYD battery storage with SMA inverters,
for one of Leigh’s forward-thinking clients.

That must affect what gear you
recommend for the next job.
If I’ve got customers saying we’ve got this
issue and tried to talk it out with the
manufacturer and haven’t got any
feedback, that makes any installer look bad
and it makes you steer away from using
that company. Your reputation takes a
battering and it takes time out of your day,
going back and forth over something that
should be easily resolved.
Is there anything you would like to see
changed in the solar industry?
On storage, there needs to be more of a
focus on whether it be neighbourhoodscale storage or house-by-house. We need
to try and store a lot of this solar energy
rather than force-feeding it back into an
ill-designed infrastructure. It would be
great to see that area focused on and
improved, to put storage within reach of
the everyday consumer rather than the
small amount who can afford it.

You think high levels of solar exports
are a problem?
We’re seeing it now, with inverters that
have to be controlled under the new
regulations. Rather than expensive
infrastructure upgrades, now the
consumer pays the price by having solar
export limits.
We’re limited sometimes to zero export,
and I believe that’s massively unfair to the
consumer. It makes it a very hard
investment to sell and points towards the
viability of batteries again. Instead of
exporting it, hold onto it and use it when
you’re not going to have sun for a few days
in a row.
You see new housing estates going
up around the city where every house has
solar and there’s one large community
battery, which I think is a great way to
move forward. It combats infrastructure
issues; if you’re not going to feed it back
into the infrastructure then it’s not going
to be an issue.

www.skillbuild.edu.au
1800 059 170
RTO 70059

Courses for careers in
renewable energy
Visit our website
for course dates

• Grid Connect Courses
• Battery Storage Courses
• Smart Metering Courses
• Stand Alone Power Systems
• EV Charging Seminars
• Commercial Solar Seminars

Enrol in a user-friendly online course today & study in virtual zoom classes with one day practical sessions
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Clean
energy
market
wrap
LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET
The LGC market saw a continuation of the
trend observed across the first half of the
year with the front end of the curve (spot/
Cal 21s) stable within the $33-$35 range
while the back end, particularly in the Cal
23-25 vintages, continued to climb.
The lack of strength in the spot/Cal 21
contracts appeared to reflect expectations
that this year will again see many LGCs left
un-surrendered owing to the ongoing
pursuit of shortfall penalty strategies by
liable parties, thus increasing the size of the
current surplus.
A significant confirmation of that came in
August when Origin Energy revealed in its
results that it was planning on paying the
penalty instead of purchasing 3.1 million

$/MWh

DOMESTIC

CREATION

SPOT PRICE ($)

LGC — Large-scale Generation Certificates

299,608,514

34.75

STC — Small-scale Technology Certificates

324,215,890

38.90

VEEC — Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates

68,395,207

72.50

ESC — NSW Energy Saving Certificates

40,135,007

38.40

INTERNATIONAL

DEC ’21 PRICE (€)
56.88

EUA — European Emission Allowances

DEC ’21 PRICE ($)
92.40
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Weekly submissions required to meet 2020 target (RHS)
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Weekly submissions to meet 2021 non-binding estimate (RHS)
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
(VEECS AND ESCS)
Despite strong creating numbers as installers
battled lockdowns and a deadline for major
changes to residential lighting, the VEEC
market has climbed dramatically over recent
months. The seemingly constant interruptions
from the state’s multiple lockdowns as well as
a lack of confidence in future VEEC creation
saw the spot market soar to a record high of
$72.50 at the time of writing.
The impact of lockdowns in Sydney was
felt on the ESC market over winter, with the
spot price climbing from $31 in early June to
$38.40 at the time of writing. This occurred
despite the fact that the June 30 deadline for
2020-vintage certificate creation defied all
expectation, delivering another bumper
June for ESC supply. The NSW Government
appears to have learnt from the difficulties
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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experienced in Victoria with its phase out of
lighting, with the topic having gone quiet in
Sydney and instead a focus on bringing new
methodologies to the fore.
The above information has been provided by
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian
dollars, as of August 26, 2021.

Marco Stella is senior broker,
environmental markets at TFS Green
Australia. The TFS Green Australia
team provides project and
transactional environmental market
brokerage and data services
across all domestic and
international renewable
energy, energy efficiency
and carbon markets.
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The spot STC market traded between
$38.50-$38.90 in the lead up to Q2
compliance (July 28) with STC supply
continuing to exceed the weekly figure
required by the 2021 target. The spread of
the Delta variant and the subsequent
lockdowns that followed in NSW, Victoria
and to a lesser extent Queensland eventually
began to impact installation activity, with
weekly submissions falling below the target
requirements for the first time.
While the second half of the year
generally yields a substantial uptick in STC
supply, the ongoing lockdowns may impact
that phenomenon this year, it the very least
pushing out activity later into the spring.

ESC
VEEC

Sep 20

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET
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LGCs. The fact that such an approach
continues to feature each year means that
demand is being pushed from the front end
of the curve (when supply and demand are
tighter) to later on, when surpluses are
expected to be significantly larger.
At the time of writing however, the later
vintages had climbed to the following: Cal
22 $30.00, Cal 23 $26.25, Cal 24 $23.25 and
Cal 25 $16.25.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY DAILY CLOSING SPOT PRICE

$/tonne CO2 equiv

While the second half
generally yields an
uptick in STC supply,
the lockdowns may
have an impact.

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
CEC Small-scale Energy Storage Forum
5 September 2021, Adelaide
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/events/small-scaleenergy-storage-forum
All-Energy 2021
27-28 October 2021, Melbourne
all-energy.com.au/en-gb.html
Energy Networks Conference and Exhibition
9-11 November 2021, Brisbane
energynetworks.com.au/events/en2021/
Asia-Pacific Solar Research Conference
16-17 December 2021, Sydney
apvi.org.au/solar-research-conference/
Enlit Australia
16-17 March 2022, Melbourne
enlit-australia.com
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